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WEEKLY KENTUCKY NEW ERA.
$1.00 A YEAR. HOPKINSVILLE. CHRISTIAN COUNTY, KENTUCKY, FRIDAY, JULY 13, 188S. VOLUME XIX. NO. 3
'TIS SUMMERY WEATHER!
You may have observed that we have some kind of weather at this season of the
year. In view of the season, we present our
SUMMERY, SUMMARY.
SURAH Silks, Stines, Seersuckers.
UMBRELLAS for sun and shower, Fans,
iviITSLINS, India Linens, Lawns,
N1ENS' Underwear. Neckwear, Flannel Shirts.
ELEGANT Embroidery, Laces, Robes.
RIBBONS and Hosiery, Gloves. Rich
YANKEE Ginzhams and Notions.
What you miss from the list you will tind at our store.
A
W 3E1 11X" 3E' 3B 1E1
in the SWELTERING WEATHER when
SSETTrlic Co.,
Cali-ilk like you Cool, Comfortable and Content.
•
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II PYE & WALTON'S.
i 
New goods arriving daily. Our eastern
buy!, er has made arrangements with leadingg
manufacturers to keep us supplied with all
the late nobby styles of Clothing, which we
will sell at the lowest prices, for cash. Hav-
ing very light expenses and buying for three
,j, large clothing houses, we are enabled to2 vi "scoop" all the bargains. ,,We can furnish• 1..i .1 :..• .1stemiSi .a it .11 A
Fine Clothing Made to
a and guaranteed to fit, or no sale C
r see us at our1
1:vi OXE PRICE CASH CLOTHINGilIII'IL
0 -- L - = . P 7.A'-7:Z_E= = = = = ..-7— ---:—: S1-11. L. E• 7 r- = - -.- a c__E- _ -'.. 4 . -=7.
P-1Ill• 
1iI"I
2 Doors From Bank of H^pkins
111
D. H. BALDWIN & CO.,
HAVE THE
Largest Piano Store in Kentucky,
Or in the West. It contains a large and elegant assortment of
Decker Bros., Haines Bros., Steinway & Sons, J. & C. Fischer, Estey
Piano Co., D. H. Baldwin & Co. and Arlington Piano Co. Pianos.
They have not only the largest and finest assortment that can be foundbut sell at lower prices for the same quality of instruments thanany other piano house in the United States
D. H. Baldwin & Co., N. 236 4th Ave., Louisville, Ky.
A fine assortment of 303S•190'r 41:303FCCALALNIJEL Also
number of Pianos taken in exchange at bargains
Memphis Stoe. 528 2nd Sreet. Nashville Store 218 Church Stree
Saml Halms &Co.,
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1,000 Clifi.mber Sets, 10 rieees, from $2.75 to $ 75.00
500 Tea " 44 " " 3.00 to 50.00
500 Dinner " 100 " 7.50 to 500,00
bo come at once or order by mail fir atit'ractOn guaranteed.
D. R. HENDRICK.  81, .120.. 221 N. CHERRY ST
EVERY NIGHT 1SCRATHED
Valli Meseta wasraw. Hedy cov-
ered wit la scales I$sue epos* et moor-
sa-. cared by the Castellani Hesse-
dire.
I an, going to tell you of the ext-toadinary
change y..iir ct ltutitiEt perfor
in iiie. Aholit the of A prIl last 1 in4tee,I
at. Me rail pimplea the coining out all over my
tasty, but ti light n thing of it un it some time
later on, when it began to loos like spot. of
mortar spotted on, at I whirl) ii Inc oft in My
era, aeconipanied a ith itching I weuld
scratch every night uutil I was .aw, then the
next night the 'wales, being formed meanwhile,
were ...retched off again In v•in iii.1 I eons
sult all the doctors in the country. but without
aid. .'tf er giving up all hopes ot re. ovary. I
happened to see an a,lvertiseme.. t in the .e vre-
paper about your 1..:1"TicUlt• RallanlIte, and
perebaseit them from my druggist, and obtained
almost imniediate relief. I begsa to notice
that the scaly eruption. gradually dropped off
and ilisappe red bile by one, and have been fui
Is cured. I had the disease thinner month.
before I began taking the Curbit's% Kann
blInt, and in four or wreas was entirely
cur. by disesse was eczema an4 peocnars.
I ree monended the Cericuas Itvsi sto Es to
all in ifly icinity, and I know of a great many
lio hsve !sten them, and thank me for the
knowledge of them, esperially mothers who
have babe. so, h scaly eruptiuna on their head.
and bodies. I cannot c xprese iii words the
thanks to CCM for what the CuTICVIA
lit NS have been to me. My body was covered
with scales, and I a moan awf..I spectacle to IA
hold. Now my akin is &Alnico and clear as a
baby's.
KO. COrEY, Merr,11, Wis.
Sept l, 1687
Feb. 7, DON —Not a trace whatsoever if the
disease from which I suffered liar shown itself
since my cure. LEO. curEY.
Ws cannot ilit Justice to the esteem in which
l'uvititit•, the greet Skin Cure, ae.1 ( l'Tit'Ull8
SOAP, an exquisite Skin Iteautiaer, preparel
from it, and CeTterft• RksoLvesT, the new
Blood Purifier, are held by the thousands upon
thousands whose lives have been made happy
by the cure of agonizing, humiliating, itching,
scaly awl pimply diseases of the akin, scalp, and
blood, w ith bias of hair.
$01.1 everywhere Price. rTlu.tIA. 30c
Soar, gf.e.; It1010L1liNT. $1. Prepared by the
rioTT1111 petit aNti liikeilest. Co., Mellon.
1111P"'Seml for "how tO Cure Skin-Diseases,"
64 page,. 60 illustrations, and 100 testimonials.
PimMits. black-heads, red, rough, chappedand oily skin prevented by Curictika
Sii
I CAN'TBREATHE.
Chest Pains, SoreneYs. Weakness,
Ilseking Cough, A,thnia. Pleurisy
and intlanimanon relieved Ism
One urinate lo tho Cutleirra Anil-rain Piaster. Nothing lit c it Tor V. ratLungs.
il PHECHOHNTS• ATwit *veins!!1.6 over a Millie/ a Distreleuted:
LS'
LOUISIANA STATE LOTTERY COW"?
I ncorporatt .1 by the Legislature ii, t ida, for
Kliicational and Charitable purposes, and it.
framehiale made a pert of the present State Coa-
st, Whin, in 151i. by an overwhelming popular
vide
Orand Extraordinsry Orations* take
place Semi Annually, done and I iectimber,
and its tirand single Number Drawings take
place on each of the other ten in the
)Cat. and are all drawn in publie.,:yt flit. .1(10-
elOY of Music, New Orleans. La.
We to hereby certify that we supervise the
arrangements for all the Monthly and Semi.
Annual Drawings of the Louisiana State Lot-
terv Company, ant in person manage and con-
trol the Drawings themselv ea, and that the sante
are conducted with honesty, fairness, and in
good faith toward all parties. and we authorise
the Company to use this certilleate, with fao-




We the undersigned Banks and Hankers will
pay all Prices drawn in the Louisiana State
Lotteries loch may be prevented at our coun-
ters
R. M. wALtlesa.Ev.
Pres. Lowislama Nano/sat Hank.
P. LANAI: x,
Pres. state National Hank.
A.HAt.sitele.
Pre.. New oriesin• National Hank.
CARL KOHN,
Pres. Listen Nationat mane.
Grand Monthly Drawing
In the Academy of Hugh., New Orleans,
Tueeday, Angina 7, liece.
CAPITAL PRIZE $300.000.
,,000 'FIcket•nit Twenty Dollars
I. Slats.'. $in: Quarters 115'.
sish• 11,2; '1 ttentiethell11.
PRI% COMM° is
••of 100.ou0 is
.• of 50.000 is
or LI. toe is







Prizes of two approximating to
51106,000 Prize are
Prizes of 000 ate„roximating to
6100,000 Prize are
100 Prises of *NC •pprox 'mating to
PLOW Prize are
Taal/Pi:AI. 'oozes.























Note—Tickets drawing Capital Prizes are not
entitled to terminal
For Club Rates. or any further information
destreil. *rite legibly to t ic undersigned.
clearly Mating your resideni e, with state.
County. street and Nunilier. More rapid re-
turn mail delivery is ill lie assured by your en-
elmong an envelope bearing tour full aildrees.
!tend Postal Notes, Express Moiler Orilera, or
New 1 ork r xchange in onligary letter Cur-
rency hy eIprrao at our eXpeni,e, addresiii.ed to
M. A. DAUPHIN,
New Orleans. La.,
or M. A. DAUPHIN,
Washington, D.0
A 1,1re4.-, Register...I Letters to
N W OKLBANS NATIONAL BANK,
New Orleans. La.
REMEMBER OThatoti e r theals ilier4escurn4eate.1
and Marty, who are in charge of the drawings,
issi guarantee of absolute fairness and integrity,
that the ehances are all equal, and that no one
tan possibly divine what numbers will draw a
Prise.
KEIREIVIDIF.It that the payment of Prises
I. Gol'AlltANTEllen H rot•it NA-
TlisaNAL HANK% of New Orleans, and the
Tickets are signed by the President of an In-
stitution, a hose chartered right. are recogniz-
ed in the highest C oirts: therefore. beware of
any iniitatioua or anon) Mous schemes.
31r.A. GIE.A.T.TC1I-1.1901r.
airD.ressing ‘Tmivimijmyt
Dona ia tse; very toestatyte. Aadsesdby
Jose, sad I. II / me,. •Il
°J.remedied eskiiiret Harbors.
mect Wen tee macs.
'la steam a/Donning Itspremolllee
Large Stock. Well Aesorted. Prireo Low. Work a Specialty.
57 Franklin Street, Clarksville, Tenn
UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA.
PIER WEN JAW iers-r(uir:s nine
%esti.) begin 11th duly, Isms. and end 12th sep-
%ember. Have proved of swum use.—Ist, to
students who design to pursuu their studies at
tem, or other Law School; 4,1 to (time who )ro-
pose to read pritn'ely; and ad, to pritetitioners
who have not hail the advantage u,f systematic
instruction. Fueeireillar alt ply .P. Uoiver-
itity of Va, to J(tnsIt )11Noll„ Fn.( tom. acd
Stat. Law.
NEVER IMO TO CORE.
StIFA)/(sOlsRatimm
f•ND ALL DISEASES Of
• i'40 Nit BEAST •













0., let,- Ie.. BLOOD.
I 1,N • C •
15 THL illmutut JR.,„
nuntalgdave—fik=
too,LB61-000-r mtb
t SALE 1ST Al.!. DILUGGISTS.
CONDENSED NEWS.
A equadron of four cruitsers and four-
teen torpedo boats has lwen detailed to
attend the Emperor of Germany on him
Russian trip.
Li Sparks, lit NleholastIlle, Ky sot
of Gen. Sparks, shot and fatally wound-
ed a young man named Charles Meyers
In a quarrel.
John Gielow, employed In the Malta
tile Iron Works at Buffalo. N. Y., while
clewing out a rt., mice became lienseless
from the beat sod fell into it 111111 was
burned to death.
Dr. Mackenzie's latest tterance sug-
gests the possibility that 'fflperor Wil-
liam's Mimi I. affected the malady
Iii his ear. With a mad 'Martinet on the
throne the hopes of Germs:1.y seen) more
than ever to hang on the thread of Bis-
marck's life.
George Leslie, R young farm laborer
near Louisville, received a solistroke
tturday, while at work in the field.
When he recovered conschoisitese he
was found to be a raving maniac. Alter
a desperate struggle he was overpowered
and sent to the eounty jail.
Less than a dozen pages of that part
of the tariff bill *hick fixes tholes re-
mama to be acted upon; but, as UuCY in-
el the wo..I and woolen schedule,
upon a hich rnuelt debate is expected,
It is thought milikely that the bill will
be dispoaed of this week.
Wm. Franke, a tobacco buyer, of Pa-
ducah, Ky., lost his life in May field
creek by being attain. I from his horse
whilst the creek was In a swollen con-
dition. Mr. Franke was making a tour
of inspection of th . tobacco sections of
Western Ketitucky on horst back.
'rids notch can be said 14.r Gov Fora-
ker : Ile has done a bigger busineas oim
smaller capital then Key other politician
in the country. Whelk he comes to make
an Itaelgil Went of Id. political motets they
will be found to cousin of a large
entount of wind aril a badly damaged
bellows.
The Kentucky State Medical Society
opened its thirty-third annual meetieg
at Crab Orchard SoringsWedt eels,- and
continues in ression until this even-
ing. The meeting promises to be a
highly his one. Both members
and guests are invited to take part In
the diacustion of the various papers
presented,
Neer a little village veiled tires-aril,
In tile North Carolina mototteins, a
party of rustaked men took two unpro-
tected woolen into the woods, stripped
them, and administered a severe whip-
ping, afterwards chopping their house
to pieces with axes. 'Iles women re-
cognized some of the men and will pro-
ceed against them.
Carter Burnett Was arrested by Officers
A. F. McConnell and Marshall Saturday
evening, says the Nashville Banner.
Ile was quite disorderly on the street,
and rv heti taken to the police station
tore most otitis clothes off. Ile said in
the city court Monday morning that lie
came front Madisou county, Ky., and
showed his hands to prove that he was s
working man. Ile was fines] $5, the
court telling hint that the authorities
would try to send him home. Burnett
was charged with bad latigitage. He is
about thirty years old.
Gen. Sheridan ha. had a quiet day in
his cottage at Nortquitt.. An interview
1111/1 had Wedneeday afternoon with Col.
Kellogg. He talks-.I lute freely of the
condition of the *lek man and the view
he eatertains of Ilia prospects of recov-
ery. Col. Kellogg said the Genera/ had
peered the day comfortably, but he has
heel no sleep. This PO far from being
considered a drawback is looked upon
In a favorable light, as he will be more
apt to rest well during the night. The
greatest trouble in dealing with the pa-
tient now is to hold iti check antbition
to get well too fast.
Tbe betty of all unknown WOWS!' Wile
f011iiil Ttientley morning in the river op-
posite the water-works, a utile
above Lnuisville. The location and von-
ditions were almost identical with those
attending the finding of the uteit's body
the night previous. The throat svae cut
in the same way, the fret were bound
together and a huge stone attached as a
sinker. The body had on a skirt, a
trample and a weir of stovkings, all of
cheep material. Slie aceined to be about
30 years old, and heel short brown hair.
The features were co distorted by de-
eomposition that they can off .r.1 little
help in identification. Both ey es a Cr.
washed out.
'Flat firm of Cherry, Merrell/ it CO., of
Nashville., Tenn., have sold all of their
machinery, patterns and good-will of
their wieton inanufactur.ng business to
the Kentucky Wagon Manufacturing
Cotnpanyrbf Louiaville, Ky. The trade
goes into effect at the expiration of tile
lease of the state penitentiary January
1, 1590, now held by Cherry, Morrow
et Co. The members of the latter firm
will be stockholders in the new concern,
which will manufacture Tennemee
wagons 1111w turtiel7r-out by Cherry,
Morrow it Co. The Kentucky Company
will also have the exclusive privilege of
furnishing parts of Tennessee wagons
for repairirg, etc.
Copt Frank Dougherty, of the 6tearn-
er tug tron, r 'ported Tuesday evea ing
finding the body of a murdered malt, In
the river near Louisville. The man
was about 25 years old, clean-
shaved, • xcept a light slimly moustache,
and a eighing 150 to 160 pounds. Ills
throat was cleanly cut from ear to ear,
and Ida feet were hound with a quarter-
Meth rope. There- were deep oldie.; on
each side of the face, one in the temple
and the other a little farther forward,
cutting out the eye. Also the body was
beaten and bruised as if by the poll of
an ax from the collar bone down to the
waist. The only clothing Waft a tine
(-flecked linen shirt with pearl Welt) and
a gold button at Ilie throat. A stone
had been Saladoe I to keep (lie body
ender writer. It hall evidently been in
the river about a week or ten days
though it could not have !foaled far
with the stone. There is no clue to the
Quite a serious accident occurred at
Edinondson'a ferry, four miles above
Clarksville, Saturday. Col. R. 11. Stone,
superintendent of the Cumberland Iron
works, had a contract -for Itirnishing the
Clarksville Street Railway company
Willi corn, 11WI was goilig there with
Nix lettlite, each wagon con-
taining fifteen barrels of corn. When
the ferry was reached the little horse-
power craft appeared too light for the
heavy teams, and Col. Stones suggested.
that the boat be securely tied before an
attempt wad made to drive aboard, but
Ferrymen Cullen Wail said there was
no danger, and the first team started
aboard. Four nettles got aboard all right
and the two tongue mules got their fore
feet aboard, Villefl the boat suddenly
shot out into Hai river, dragging the
wagon and contenta after it. The two
latter nodes then were dragged back-
ward i tf the boat, and as quick as pos-
sible the harness of the other finites was
cut, when the wagon tongue Millet*, corn
and all immediately disappeired mood
were lost. The total loss la placed at
$5011, and the responsibility evidently
lulls not .1. le Nehlett, owner of the fer-
ry.
Elias Franklin, who on Monday shot
and killed James B. Brent, near Mini-
fordsville, was found dead Ill a barn neer
Sulphur Well, Metcalf comity. Tuesday
morning. lie emmaisted feticide,
Gen. Mellow and Svnator Riuhihiehuer-
ger hate burled the hatchet and ate DOW
fast friends. It is said that both were
toothiest) at the Chicago emiventiott, &eel
the places they wanted given to Wise
and Brady, so now they hay:. joined
forces to down tkeir rivals. Both also
opposed Harrison, and can expect noth-
ing from his election.
Latest intelligence from Georgetown
Is that great excitement exists there over
the prospective war between the sher-
iff's posse amid the band gathered togeth-
er by Caleb Parker, the murderer of
Lodocia Conneller, Jr. It is reported
that Parker has been located in the hills
of Scott county, where he is fortified
and protected by Ills friends, all of whom
are heavily armed. It is feared that an
attempt to take tolin will result in blood-
aimed.
The building, 40 to42 East Eighteenth
street, New York, omupleti III part by
the Ceetury Publishing Company, was
partly burned Friday night. The loss
Is estimated at $150,000. It falls on a
ti ttttt ber of firms, one of which is NVorth-
ingum, Smith 4i Co., wholesale milli-
ners. The hoes to the Century Company
is eonaideraitle. The most valuable
portion of their property was in the
front building, 3.3 and 35 Seventeenth
street, and was saved.
The progress made by the house the
past week with the Mills tariff bill leads
many embers to believe that R vote
will be reached this week. It will Un-
doubtedly pass the house and will re-
ceive nearly solid democratic support,
besides Fitch, republican, of New York.
Randall, Foram, McAdoo and Sowden,
democrats, will probably vote agaltut it.
On reaching the senate the bill will be
killed, and Vie substitute, (rained iiu ac-
cordartee with the republican platform,
will be returned awl passed by the sen-
ate. The conference committee front
both bowies will fail to agree, end thus
the four months given imp to tariff ilia-
emotion will be all for ustight, with the
ex ....take, of making campaign capital,
Texas Is troubdal with a plethora oe
cash. Its bonded indebtedness is only
0,500,000, which the holders will not
exchatige for the money, preferring to
drew the interest; and ',here is in the
Statelreaeury a surplus of more than
$2,006,000, The school fund has a sur-
plus of 416,000,000. for nearly half of
w hulchi no aide investment can be found.
Floe farmers, Ito whom the State has
been welling its land on forty years'
time, a itio only 5 per cent. interest, In
the hope that they would be very dills-
tory about paying the pi 1,101)&1, are
piling in the money on the overburden-
ed State Treasurer. The counties are
doing the same. To add to its misery
the State has 430,000,00J acres of land
yet to sell, which are bringing every
year higher and higher prices.
Experiments at Newport, the details
of which were made public to-day, have
resulted in an extraordinary discovery,
If the statements made by Hove inter-
ested can be relied upon. The discov-
ery that aluminum, which now costa
$20,000 a Lou, and is produced telly in
France, can be obtained anywhere by a
most simple process and at less tio•n
one-hundredth part the present expense•
l'he import 'nee of such discovery can
be judged when it is recollected that
aluminum is the most generally diffused
metal on eertli, fled has all the beauty of
silver, besides being non-tarnishing,
nn-corroeive, more laatilig than silver,
wIth only one-fourth its a-eight. In ad-
dition, aluminum alleyed one-tenth of
per cent. with iron or steel increases
the homogenous and tensile strength ot
he metal nearly one-half, while for
electro-plating warp etes it is superior to
either gold or silver.
Pealed over from Stringtown, near
'aducalt, says the Standard, report a
terrible casualty at that place. The
welve-year-oI41 eon of Dr. Fisher, of
Metropolis, was attending the day yes-
relay with the eon of Squire 'Moe.
Dugger, at Stringtown, which is just
acroee the river from Paducah. Both
boys were about the same age and were
amusing themselves shooting at birdie
with a small rifie. Young Fis:ter paw a
bird ut a tree a little distance away, and
!anoints( altered turned anti called to his
companion to come where lie was.
Young leigger commencing running
with his gun cocked. II is foot tripped
slid Ise fell, the gut) tiring and striking
Fisher ttear the heart. Ile fell to the
ground and (nigger ran ecreaming to
the house and informed his father of the
dreadful accident. This oectirred about
It o'clock. Meetiengers were soon sent
for a physician and to Metropolis after
Dr. Fisher, but before any one arrived
the little fellow died.
Rail Carrier Remiss.
;Cadiz Telephone
'rime contractor who engaged with the
postetlke departinetit to carry the mall
between here and Hopkinoville failed to
put in Ilia appearaece last Monday ac-
arreling to law, and there was no mall
carried between here and Hopkinsville.
rite question as whose fault it was that
there was no mall service has been free-
ly diecuased on the streeta. First it
was the fault of the contractor or sub-
coutractor. Mr. Steele, of Bald Rock,
Ky., halt the contract, and it is reported
hat lie hal sublet the contract to some
party ill Hopkinaville, to whom we
know itot. But in the event the con-
rector, or whoever lee may have sublet
the eontract to, fails to put in Ilia ap-
pearance, it was the duty of the post-
mister at Hopkinaville to have engaged
fertile one to have carried it. The in-
attractions of the prstmaster here from
the poetartlice department [upon this
itiestion reads as follows:
"In cruse of the failure Of the contract-
or, temporary mail service he to be em-
ployed only by the poetmaster at Hop-
klasTille, be aig the ()Hite at the bead of
the route." • • `-Tile post-
masters on the route are to communi-




The best salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum,
Fever Sores, 'l'etter, Chapped Rands,
Chilblains, Corns, and all Skin Erup-
tions, and poaltively cures Pilea, or no
pay required. It is guaranteed to give
periect satisfaction, or money refunded.
Price 25 cents per box. For sale by
H. B. Garner.
• as--
If the mighty shaded of But Harrlsomu '5
distinguished ancestors could vote in the
doubtful stales, there would be no ques-
tion as to the result of the presidential
election next fall.
After Three Years.
W. F. Walton, of Springfield Tenn.
says: "I have been sufferirg with Neu-
ralgia in my face and bead off and on
for three years. I purchased a box of
Dr. Tanner', Infallible Neuralgia Core
and took eight of the pills. I have not
felt any symptoms of Neuralgia since.
It givee me pleasure to reeommenti it."
Sold by all druggist.
OBITUARY.
hue.1, at lier home in Christiou enmity. Ky..
July 6th Ms, Miss Mirabelli M. bell, aged e4
years.
These line( are few and simple, yet
they bear a swelling tide of sorrow to
loving hearts, as they tell of tiw passing
away from earth to Heaven of • noble,
Christian woman; one who exemplified
the immortal precepts of tier Lord and
Mester by devoting her life to the hap-
piness and well-being of others.
Elizabeth Mildred Bell was the oldest
child of the late Dr. John F. and Catha-
rine B000cke Bell, it'd was born in
Christian county, Kentucky, on the 4th
of July. 1824. Of Christian parents, at
an early age, she was baptized into the
sublime 'faith of her fathers, became a
member of time Baptist church. and for
fifty years was not only a prufea log but
a practicing Christian In every walk of
her life. Her mother died when she
was in the flush of her young woman-
hood, and upon her willing hands cud
loving heart, fell the cares of her father
and his young family, until the father'
second marriage, anti then, when that
good woman went to her reward, she
was the stiff upon which hilt age leaned
—the comforter who administered to the
necessities of his old age—and smoothed
his pathway until he too was gathered
told' fathers. Upon her from the early
years of her womanhood until the day of
her death, had fallen the especial care of
an afflicted sister, and how well she did
her duty—how always faithful she was
to that trust all know and God rewards.
It teemed as If her life of sacrifice shoukl
have some recompense, and sloe took
from the mother's breast a little infant,
adopted it atm reared it with all a moth-
er's care, and when this danghter of her
home and heart load reached a beautiful
womanhood, was mated, and when
every chord and tendril oilier heart was
attuned and wound Imi deathless love
about her, acid she hoped for her love
and care in her approaching age, alas!
death came, and in ogle short month the
daughter • A husband slept side by side
it) the old grave yard. Tides of sorrow,
more bitter than the waters of March,
and heavier thee the billows of the sea,
oppressed her heart awl bowed her bead
Ill grief. But again leer duty came.
Another infant, helpless as infancy can
be, became her charge, received tier ten-
der care until the shoals and breakers of
infancy had been passed, a beautiful
girlhood attained, anti then, her duty
nearly done,,this hoble Christian was
calledrest  . to her *ward and entered into
1
Let no one suppose, deeause her life
was one of self-sacrifice, it was a life of
ulthappialein, but on the contrary, it
was one of much happineas. She had
the abiding love of her brothers and sis-
ters, h..r neighbors, and all who knew
her. Her home was a synonym for hos-
pitality. Whatever the corroding sor-
rows of her helot, her face ever reflected
the shining virtues of tier life, and the
lovely graces of • Christian character.
For one to be contented, and practice
the virtues of self-sacrifice and self-de-
nisl, amid penury and want, is indeed
commendable, but to practice thee* vir-
tues, surrounded by affluent*, amid the
allurements of wealth and station, this
Is the harder task and the rarer honor,
and illustrates vi-tue in its sublimest
sense. This she did and bonded a mon-
ument as enduring as time, and gained
all immortal crown.
She was ill hardly two weeks, but
they were weeks of severe suffering and
patient resigeation. All that loving
relatives and friends could do was done:
all that tuedital skill could give was
brio; but it was of no avail. When her
death hour came it was blended with
sorrow and beauty. Around her were
gtemped her weeping friend's and rels-
tivea, without the earth, robed in the
garments of slimmer. The sun had just
slink to rest, the heavens were bright
with the effulgence of dying day, and
tile long finger, of crimson light which
shot athwart the gray sky of gathering
night, seemed the hand of God, beckon-
ing this pure, white-robed soul to a
beautiful home in heaven.
Failing away la the light so sweet,
Where the sIll er stars and the *unheanin Meet,lacing • way for her waxen feet,
I./vnr the starry way.
P.
Died in kiopkinscille, 11y., July ard.
Maria shegog„ by birth and education an Irish
woman, but for year, • resident in America,
where she found a second "twine," among a
kiwi and considerate people to whom she ever
felt grateful. She tie. trusting in the merits of
her savior only for her salvation mid for her
rotranre late the blessed mansions Ile went to
prepare for those who love His
Nearly five years since, the above no-
tice was written, with the exception of
the date, by the late Miss Shegog,
and handed to a friend with the re-
queet that it should be inserted in some
paper as soon sit practicable after her
death.
In meeting such r quest, (lust friend
liar lug some knowledge of the life of the
deceased, feels that the "paasiug away"
of this faithtui daughter of the Church
demands something more than the brief
and molest prepared all men-
tioned, hence a few additional ones, as a
tribute to the aleatory of one, eminent
for every Christiao grace and virtue.
A native of Ireland, Miss Shegog's
cooly home was surrounded by every
circenistatice of retie and social refine-
ment. With a comfortable competency
she came to this country, but et0On after
her arrival here, the death of a brother,
followed by various reverses, rite:evil-
tasted a dependence to a great extent
upon he, own resources, to gain a liveli-
hood Taking advantage of her supe-
rior education, she made herself indepei .
dent by teaching, until compelled to
surrender to the feebleneaa attending
declining years.
Her faith 111 (IA, in test tueroly His
existence and power, but in his whitlow
and gooduesa, and in the troth of His
promises, turnifested itself iti an un-
murmuring submission to His holy will
under • long series of meat trying af-
tlictionos, but with a patient and cheer-
ful fortitude she met every trial, and
ally who whited to see the sustaiiiing
power of a pure Christian faith and
the blessed side of affliction, had only to
know her.
Thug hats paaseal from earth One who
Wail respected aud belovei just as ex-
tenalvely as she was known.
"PreoloWs in thus sight of the Cord is the death
of Ills saints." K. B. P.
Did You ever.
W. H. Revels, M. D., of Baltimore,
Md , says: I have been in the practice
of medicine for over eighteen years, but
never have I seen the equal of Hodges,
Sareaparilia; It has worked miracles
here in curing Rheumatism and scrofula.
Have almost come to the conclusion that
I cannot practice without it.' sold by
all druggist.
Public Mistaking.
The candidates for the offices of judge of the
comnion pleas court and sheriff of Christian
county w-I/1 addreite their fellow cit DAUS at the
following times and places, vie:
lien net tow w n Friday July lath
Lafayette Saturday.. . July 14111
School-lsouse Monday night July 161h
Beverly . . Tuesday night. July 17th
Oarrettaburg Wednesday. July Igth
Longview Thursday Jaly 
1111kHonk, Town Friday ....July *VA
Ilarker's Min Friday sight ,Auly
Pembroke Saturday July inst.
task . Saturday July iNtl
llopkinseettle etaturday night-Aug. 4th
Speakisg to eoneuenee at 1 o'clock p. n., e
y01.4 night speakom, which will take place
promptly at o'ciorl.
Am Appeal and a Pretest.
J For the NSW lag.)
I admired the style of reply made by
one of Kentucky's honored sons, to
Kelly's strictures out our state, even
more than the roasting given by Black-
burn to Ingalla, good as it was.
Old Kentucky can do as good a job aa
her venerable mother, old Virginia,
when she takes the notion to set about
it. Kelly said some things that were
111-natured and untrue, as McCreary
proved. One of the grand, noble things
marking the grest-heartedness of the
state, he found no flaw in, viz: her
broad-minded, big-souled charity, ex-
hibited in her provision for her unfortu-
nate children, whose afflictions appeal
with such tender pathos to all right-
thinking people.
Of all the institutions which the state
has honored herself by establishing, the
one In your city Is, by far, the foremost.
A stranger in passing the premises Is
struck with the evidences of pains-tak-
ing neatness and taste, and the eye is
refreshed by noble trees and well-kept
sward.
, As you pass up to the buildings, flow-
ers and trees, showing judicious seise-
Hon and careful culture, prove that a
master's thoughtful attention has been
given there. The impression made is,
that if, in the enclosure of the premises
only one obtect was before the master's
mind, •lz: to keep these grounds be-
yond complaint. It has been done and
done well. Thoroughness, system, taste
and cleanliness are suggested as you cast
your eye around.
On entering the main building, such
Is the evidence springing up every-
where, of the most exacting pains as to
cleanliness, neatness, good order and
systematic management that you find
yourself pining the verdict, mentally,
that if there was at the place only one
object, viz :to excel In all that counts a
woman a superb house-keeper, here is
indisputable evidence of success. It is
the same everywhere, up-stairs, in the
far-back halls, in fact, everywhere you
go In this great buildiug, not simply for
shamming. at the front door. A man
walks on the carpets In the halls, be-
cause it would be a sacrilege against
neatness to put his shoes on floors so
purely clean. Every place is as clean
and bright as if it were one little room
which some old maid had sworn to keep
cleaner than her neighbor's room.
Thoroughtiese, system, neatness genu-
ine cleanliness, order, quiet is the ver-
dict again.
Two cottages, set off • little from the
main building, grace the hill-slope,
pretty in design as the eye takes them
In through the beautiful trees on ap-
proacioing. They are gems of neatness,
comfort and home-like quiet, with kitch•
en, dining-room and chambers under
one roof—built for such patients as the
far-reaching, discerning judgment of
the Superintendent found wanting
the seclusion afforded here.
The thoughtful man finds himself
passing on to other points than order,
system, neatness, and beginning to dis-
cover discretion and judgment, real dis-
criminating humanity in separating the
reined, tenderly cultured, gentle na-
ture, and suiting the surroundinik asso-
ciations to the character.
Dr. Rodman is at the head of this in-
stitution, assisted by Drs. Stone and
Eager. Dr. Rodman has been in charge
for, perhaps, thirty years, and should
he resign ids position the verdict,
"Well done, good and faithful servant,"
would be lolly earned. lie has fought
his battle faithfully and richly won his
laurels. Ile has had his enemies, un-
scrupulous in their efforts to displace
him, spggestIng charges totally false
and inearable of proof. His integrity,
executive and administrative talent, his
loftiness of mind and total absence of
bitterness, lois contempt for meanness
and narrowness, his disdain shown tow-
ards speaking jealousy, creeping out
from little minds, small-souled men,
who invented lies against him, all these
things are known to the people of the
State. His very virtues and qualifica-
tions—the very special talents render-
ing him peculiarly fitted for his most
important position—have won the jeal-
ousy and envy of some people. Thank
God, he toas owne through all this fire,
so untouched, so clean from tioe ordeal,
that clean, pure people catch themselves
saying, with the wood-legged hero,
Stone, our Kentucky congressman, that
the Governor would do a wise thing to
put him In charge of the whole Asylum
intereets of the State, and let the others
work under hino. Dr. Rodman is •
grand man, a man irresistibly respected,
and in.p:ring thaw about him with the
Impression ttoat authority sits crowned
In hino amid belonging to him, and when
a genuine nature meets such a man it
accords to him his due, and does not
snarl at him.
Tim loss of such a man as head of an
institution demanding qualifications re-
sulting only from the accumulated
wisdom and experience of years of rip-
ening. active labor in such a post, Q.a
al amity to a State, a positive affliction
and distress to those whose dear °nee
have had the blessing to be under the
care of such a guiding, fostering rule.
To fail to do all to retain such tal-
ent and run the risk ors mistake, where-
by all expert is to be replaced by a
blunderer, is a silo. Kentucky has a
Governor, now ; a really thorough,
earnest, clear-headed, honest statesman-
like Governor, and, as for one, that is
my trust. I find myself uttering the
prayer every day Viet Governor Buck-
ner will not only re-appoint Dr. Rod-
man, as a cold matter of courtesy, but
that he will do SO III so urgent, pressing,
insisting a manner as to secure the ac.
oeptance of time appointment, and
gladden the hearts of those whose dear,
afflicted ones are under Isle charge,
while fully meeting the approbation of
intelligent people of all shades of poli-
tics, faith still, I will add, color.
There are people, possibly, who will
try to influence the appointirg power to
take the wrong track in this matter, as
some very wrong-headed people tried to
get through foolish bills. May the
Governor meet them with a • ote simi-
lar to those which did all conservative
men's hearts good last winter. To such a
veto I ,for one.and I dare say all of those
who have dear ones in the Asylum, will
say Amen!
If the question were put to the vote
of those who have friends under Dr.
Rodeos'', shall the Governor insist or
Isis acceptance of the place again ? the
"yes"would moil through by acelamom-
tion.
The appointment to aucio a position is
a matter of the very gravest moment
and importance; so Dalbell se that to ap-
point an incompetent, inexperienoed,
untrained man is culpable in the ex-
treme, because all that is most delicate-
ly dear and tender in the affections of
the friends of the atilicuel Is involved.
It is not a matter of money or material
loss; it is to venture the toes of a dear
wife to a husband bent under the terri-
ble suspense as to Use cure of the part-
ner of his life, the mother of Lis child-
ren; it Is risking In incompetent bands
the care of a dear son or datighter.the ap-
ple of his eye to a father longing for the
i return not of a prodigal son, but of thelight and life of his heart t It is to playwith .the cure or loss el a husband,
whose absence Is the dark pail that hangs
over the hearthstone with the gloom of
the grave, to the wife waiting and pray-
ing for the restoration of the joy and
prop of half-orphaned children.
If our Governor ia only se faithful
here as in other matters to old Ken-
tucky, and as be was to the brave hearts
at Fort Donelson in those death trying
days, among the glad hearts to rise op
and bless him may be found children of
the very heroes whom be refused to de-
sert in their Imprisonment. Then be
went with Kentuckians to prison; sure-
ly now he will consider well the wisest
way to get Kentuckians out of affliction.
I will only add that what is written
here, hurriedly, regardless of any
weighing of literary finish, but simply
as the out-burst of the heart's tribute of
gratitude for gentle, wise, Wader care
of a dear one entrusted to tads institu-
tion is meant as at owe an appeal and
a protest—an appeal to the clear-head-
ed, broad-hearted, firm execative of our
State—a protest against sap-beaded con-
ceit on the part of those meddlers who
do not know how to take thei, own
measure; against Httle-mlnded, Jealous
souls who can neither be great theta-
selves or bear greatness In others with-
out a twinge of evil-eyed envy at en:Il-
l:teat IMOORPla. • • •
A Right Smart Edllier.,
It is evident that the Clarksville
Chronicle has recently made He quarter-
ly change of editors. Judging from the
bright witticisms that have appeared in
that journal of late the new editor is a
right smart fellow. We have not seen
him yet, but we feel safe in saying that
he is a pretty youth. He writes like it.
The publisher of the Chronicle deserves
no little credit for ha-1E1;1Di to the surface
this brilliant young man„ we have more
than one reason for knowing that he is
young, for rescuing from obscurity this
genius who is deatlned to rank among
the greatest of American Journalists.
An empty niche In the silent walls of
fame's temple is awaiting the day when
it will be the repository of the best Head
ly Boyd. This editor la a God-send to
Clarksville. When her citizens are feel-
ing blue and heavy "browded" over the
continued businese depression and look-
ing with longing eyes towards Hopkins-
vine, his wit, his sprightliness will re-
store their drooping spirit* and revive
their flagging hopes. I After reading
such scathing satire as this they will
put their paper aside and proceed to
go into convulsions: "The pyrotente par-
agraphs in the ,Nzw Eat especially,
eclipse any fourth of July display on
record. Why. the witticisms coining
from such unfrequented spots are so
confoundedly comical that the fellow,
who "never smiled again," is roaring
with laughter, while the picture of
jumbo on the circus bill, makes an
elephantine effort to be heavy brow:deal
and sedate, but has to stuff its trunk
down its throat to keep from giggling."
N. B. The italics in the above are
our own. The meaning of the words
belong exclusively to the Chronicle
editor. The shade of Mr. N. Webster
will please take notice and not infringe.
Belferd's lags:lee.
Good as the opening number of Bel-
ford's Magazine,was, the second num-
ber—for July—la a great improvement
upon it. From cover to cover there is
hardly a poor Wag In it.. It opens
with a capital article on "A Farmer's
View" of the tariff, by Sol. Putnam,
who administers to that curious offspring
of protectionism some shrewd blows,
which are none the less effective be-
cause accompanied by a touch of hu-
mor. This recital of the farmer's po-
litical grievances is (ollowed, apparent-
ly by way of Illustration, by a short
story entitled "A Common Case," in
which Hamelin Garland gives a terrible
picture of the hardship and misery of
the lot of many a farmer's wife in this
country. Than the closing death-scene,
nothing stronger or more reallsUc ever
fell from the pen of Dickens or Zola.
The other short story, "Old Raven," by
Edward Kerneys, is also a gem in its
way, throwing, as it does, a halo of
poetry around the superstitious belief of
an old Indian bunter. Miss Elizabeth
Marbury contributes a brilliant and
amusing society sketch, entitled "An
Afternoon Tea." The principal feature
la fiction, however, is of course the com-
plete novel, "The Wrong Man," an ex-
cellent love story from the pen of that
&WOW p I ished w r iter, Gertrude Garr i -
*on. Henry J. Phlipott puts in a brief
but powerful "Plea for the Negro,"
against that"protection"which,while
creasing the prim of everything he buys,
does nothing for him in return; and
Frank ,Ilurd concludes hie temporate
and able discussion on wl'ariff Reform."
If Belford's continues up to the level of
ILA present high water mark, Its future
success is assured beyond a peradven-
ture.
WORTH 1,000!
TEST110/411.8 OF RON. PAULI, or
BERIEN COUNTY*
Would Net Take $1,006 lir It—Re-
lieved at Fifteen Years' balteriag
From Dyspepsia.
ALAPAH•, GA., June 21, 1887.—B. B.
B. Company, Atlanta, Ga.—Gentlemen:
1 bad suffered from that terrible disease,
dyspepsia, for over fifteen years, and
during that time tried everything 1
could hear of, and spent over three
hundred dollars in doctors' bills, with-
out receiving the slightest benefit. In-
deed, I continued to grow worse. Fi-
nally, after I despaired of obtaining re-
lief, a friend recommended B. B. B-
, Botanic Blood Balm), and I began
using it; not, however, expecting to be
benefited. After using half a bottle 1
was satisfied that I was being benefitted,
and when the sixth bottle was taken 1
felt like a new man. I would sot take
$1,000 for the good it has dons me ;.ha
fact, the relief I derived frees it ha price-
less. I firmly believe that 1 would base
died had I not taken it.
Respectfully, etc.,
'Novae PAin.a.
For the blood, use B. B. B.
For scrofula, use B. B. B.
For catarrh, use B. B. B.
For rheumatism, use B E. B.
For kidney troubles, use Z.
For skis disease, use D. B.. B.
For eruptions, use B. B. B.
For all blood poison, use B. B. B.
Ask your neighbor who has used B.
B. B. of its merits. Get our book free
filled with certificates of wonderful'
Cu ret.
IMPSCL/s1..
All who desire full information about
the issues and cure of Blood Poison*,
tIctsdula or Scrofulous Swellings, ('leers,
Sores, Rheumatieni, Kidney Complaints,
Catarrh, etc., can secure by mall free, a
oopv of our 32-page Illustrated Book 44
Wonders, filled with the most wonder-
ful and startling proof ever before
known. Address, &Amu' BALit Co.
Atlanta, On.
 • 
"Yes," laid the college professor, "1
am in lavor of removing !tot only the
tariff on wool but the wool also. 1$
would never do to present our graduate
et commencement with sheepskins from



































few Ere Printing and Puldialtiol Co.
al A YEAR.
OFFICE NEW ERA BUILDING
7th, street., near Main,
111011141.1NSEIILL.S. IIILMJITIJC1L .
AWVENITIIII NO SATES.
thas Lae!, trot inaerMOR. I 1 50
•• " oae month - 3 00
"" " three months 6 00
" six months - 9 0
one year - - 15 OS
Additteaal rates way be had by •pplbsatioa
et the nice.
ggrIrroasteat odvertloomesta west bis paid tor In
advance.
Morgan far remit, aderrideemesie will be ea-
acted learterly.
All advertisemeo Le Inserted without apeeliel
Uses will be charred for anal ordered out.
• sonwommenta et Marriages sail Deaths. sot ex-
ceeding eve Kara mad mottoes oif ;woodland lisle"
twitted grain.
Ilr- Obituary Nodose. Rewiseleas of Illawieet eat
otaier steelier soder live eismas pot Ulla.












OF DA v teme COUNTY.
'rhe mistress of the White House is a
fair issue In this campaign.
The counWp tees over the news
that Gen. Sharida is on the road to re-
covery.
President Cleveland is the friend of
the soldier but the enemy of the impos-
tor.
Morton has tapped his "heel" and
all who are thirsty way drink and vote-
for him.
If the records of the Senate proceed-
ings during Otin. Harrison'a term had
been destroyed, he might have carried
California.
TII• kind el whisky they have in Hop-
kinteille ought tow put On the list as
taw inaterial.-Clarksville Democrat.
Familiarity always breeds contempt.
Lightning struck the businees office of
Levi P. Morton in New York the other
day. Even the elements are against
old moneybags.
Enterprising Democrats are digging
up Ben Harrison's record and holding
it up to the public gaze. It is not a
pretty record by any means.
So deep is our devotion toliarrisou that
we have registered a solemn vow never
again to cut our eye teeth until he
president ot these L'ulteti States.
The Republican Varty failed to Insert
a plank in it* platform for the "poor
Indian" to stand on. They can not
now count on even the Indian vote.
Don't forget that this is the day set
for the Oemocratic primary and don't
forget to vote for Capt. Ellis. Don't
excuse yourself by saying "be has no
opposition, there le no neceseity for
voting." He should be given a hand-
some endorsement In Christian county.
The "Independent," an alleged
journal published in New York
city, is dabbling in politics again. It is
supporting Harrison and Mortoo.
mniweemliwimilswes
"Alliteration's artful aid," may have
landed Grover Cleveland in tile White
House, but Dr. Burebarti's alliterative
blunders will not Le necessary any
more.
Tbe Kentucky Preas Association did
two good thine. last week. It relieved
the reties RR* town. of the. ~sof sheer
editors and gave the public a Change Of
reading wetter
The Hon. Wm. Walter Phelps com-
pares the late Chicago convention to a
vast "bee hive." Ile don't speak of the
persistent presidential bee that was
buzzing around his bonnet.
Mr. Soott Harrison, of Kansas City,
Mo., brother to the man who wanted OD
"shoot dow n tbe discontented laborers,"
is and always has been a consistent
Democrat. Cain and Abel were also
brothers.
Foa Saes-a large nugget ot mag-
netism. Sligbtly worn but still re-
tains its power. Can be used with
prodt during the campaign. Addrese
J. G. B.Jribune Office.
Hon. Asher G. Caruth announces
himself a candidate for re-election to
Congresa from the Louisville district.
Ile served his drat term with credit to
himself and hia constituency.
Tbe brilliant young editor of the
Nashville Democrat is a relentless per-
.ecutor. Not a day has passed since
:he Initial number of his Journal that
he did Dot prod the editor of the Amer-
ican with his keen rapier, or strike him
with his heavy mace.
Tbe Republicans of Tenneseee will
nominate a candidate for Governor
Tuesday, July leith. There was great
opposition to Gov. Taylor before is
nomination, but the good Democrats of
Tennessee will fall into line and roll up
the ate.ustomed majority.
'rhe presence of the Chinese in our
country, although it might be advan-
tageous as furnishing a set of cheap and
edit:root laborer., carries with it such
disadvantages that they more than
countervail all the benodts we could
derive from their presence.-Allen
Thurman in Senate, 1s79.
The writers of the Republican press
persist In identifying the Democratic
party with the Southern Coanderacy.
In doing this they convict the greatest
leaden of the union armies of treason.
Buell a democrat, could have witnessed
at a safe distance the annihilation of
Grant's army at Shiloh. Did McClellan
ever falter in his duty ? Are tbe gallant
aervices of Hancock and Romerans for-
gotten? Hate ia blind to greatness and
narrow-minded bigots can recognize no
merit in those who oppose them.
Standing upon the fteld of Gettysburg
Wednesday, where nearly a quarter of a
century Once the pamions and preju-
dices of north and south met in the shock
of arms, George William Curtis, one of
the moot polished orators as well as one
of the greatest thinkers of the north,
said in the premuce of the eurvivore of
that unparalelled struggle:
"On this field we consecrate ourselves
to American union. In thls haflowid
ground lie buried not only brave soldiers
of the blue and gray, but the passions of
war, the jealousies of sections and the
bitter root of all our national difference
-human slavery. Here long and angry
controversies of political dogma, of ma-
terial Interest, and of local pride and
tradition came to their decisive struggle.
As the fate of Christendom was deter-
mined at Tours, that of American I nde-
pendence at Saratoga, and that of mod-
ern Europe at Waterloo, the deetiny of
the American Union waa decided at
Gettysburg."
Hon. Church Howe, of Nebraska, has
acme more withdrawn formally and sot-
etnniz from polnice. This leaves the
lion. Fred Nye as the sole and solitary
protector of the wool industry in the
Eastern Suttees. And, by the way, the
(Omaha Evening World is conducting
an iutenstang en uirprios, suggested
perhaps by the dual-polky schemes of
the Atlanta Constitntion • year ago.
The World devotes two columns each
day tothe discussion of national politics;
one eoiumn is conducted by Mr. Nye In
behalf of the Hepobileatre, and the oth-
er column is condneted by Mr. Prank
B. Morrisey In behalf of Democracy.
This joint debate leas ere fer been con-
ducted with pleased dignity, and we
fancy that It cannot degenerate Into an
utipWannthese. sines Nye and Morrie-
...7 are ietieseee personal Mends, Of
retiree the World 11111 be the 'sine? be
this ingenlene eliteeprbe. for already
the people Of Nebraska are watching
milli laterite. the rimiest between these
two WWII 10 admirably suptippeil to
reprailee$ thole politioal particle and to
eade
'4F
A most cordial invitation is extended
Mr. E. C. Walton, of the Stanford Inte-
rion-Journal, to visit Us. We have just
bought a free!, club tied It needs break-
ing in.
It ix refreshing though eutnewhat
tantalising to reed of the trip ot the iilu-
intimating party up Mount Hood on the
4th Inet. They ileminated the moun-
tain, but came near freezing to death In
a snow storm.
Dr. Emma Abbott Candler, assistant
editor of the Christian Advocate at
Nashville, has resigned his position On
that sheet and accepted the presidency
of a Georgia College. Col. Colyar, of
the American. will now proceed to flap
his wings and crow.
A loan up near Nashville, , stole t
whole house the other day and removed
it two miles to his place beloee the theft
*se discovered. If Ben Harrison Is a
shrewd man and really wants to get
into the White Houee, he should em-
ploy this fellow at once.
The editors who went out on the Pete-
Tulle trip are unaniusoue iu pay ing a
most deserved complimeut to the ladies
in the company-1. • , that taken as a
body, no gathering could Burmese them
in good looks, intelligence, agreeable-
'tree, vivacity, acoomplishuienta,
amiability.
Mous" and yM polygamy, or better! culty in persuading him to leave 
with
Pineville undoubtedly has a great fu-
ture. The iron made from the ore is of
the beet quality, and it is in such quan-
tities, and so easy of access that It will
revolutionize the trade. Coal le found
altut at on top of the ground, and in
many places does crop out. The very
best quality of both cannel and coking
coal is here. One great advautage It
has, is that besides havleg coal and irou
lying side by side, there is an abundance
of fine timber iv, almoet endless variety.
The mountain sides are covered with
giants from ten to twenty-leet in cir-
cuudereece. If ally thing else could be
wanted, liute-stone of a good quality is
to to be found almost every wnere.
As yet the t et is in its iefancy, but
it is a healthy inlaut. Tho hotel would
du credit to a city of 50,000 inhabitants,
and lies all the conveniencies. Piped
front the water-works run all through
the building, •nd gad of their own man-
ufacture is used. The contract for build-
ing a handsome court house has been
let, mid a large bridge just completed
across the Cumberland,
CRAB OilcA•ilD t'FitINCIS, July 7.-
The association upon Invitation from
the management, took dinner here to-
day. Everything possible was done
that would contribute to our pleaeure.
A great many improvements have been
made here during the past year. Among
other new things is a large tied beauti-
ful lake, in a shady grove in the center
of the grounds. '1'lle ew compaily ap-
pear to thoroughly understand their
business, and are douhtletts finding
their investment a pay ing one, if one
may judge from the number ef guests
here.
still. bigamy, is one of the p duciples ad us Saturday.
firmly grounded in Mormonism as re-
spect to womanhood is grounded in the
true Hestuckiee's heart. "If there is
anything virtuous, tic lovely • • • we
seek after these things." in this we
ogres with them. Tim whole history of
their religion and work in Utall cleerly
proves tbat they do seek atter these
Menge, and we are 'burry to say they
have often found them in the form of
lovely and once honored women.
Managing Editor Moore, of the St.
Louis Post-Diapateh, after furnishing
hls readers for many year. with sensa-
tional articles about other people, wound
up his editorial career with the biggest
sensation of the day by eloping with an-
other prondueut citieen's wife. The
Chiciunati Euquirer ought to haye that
n.an.
A Mr. James '1'. Beach, secretary of
the state Republican committee of Mis-
souri, very modestly &utile that when
the votes are counted next November,
Miseouri will be found to have gone
Republican. Shade of Annantas! Tex-
as, where art thou? Beet. thou too for-
saken us, and wandered afar from the
fold?
Edison, the electrician, sometime
since sent ono. of his newly completed
phonographs to England to a friend, the
object being to get the tOnell of the
voices of the great statesmen, Gladstone
Lod Balfour, as well as those of the di-
vine Patti. That friend succeeded in
getting speeches from both those able
gentlemen and a tong homers lips of
the great diva. Imagine the sensation
that will be created when Mr. Edison
shall turn the crank which unwinds the
skein of language and music.
Ilanbery at least deserves credit for
his candor and sincerity. His sort of
Republieaniem, which is the rankest,
doesn't exactly suit the clique, who are
vainly trying to lay him out. But he is
something like • porcupine; everytitne
ore of them atteutpte to sit ou him, lie
raises ids quills, stud a politician Is sten
dying through the air with both hands
clamped ou the seat of his trousers and
an expression of goneness on his face
that is truly pitiable. Verily the trials
of the gaug are heartrending.
King Milan, not satisfied with the no-
toriety heretofore achieved through the
immoral life he haa led sod tbe licking
be received at the hands of the Bulge-
Haus, is now posing before the trountry
as seeking a divoroe from Queen Nata-
lie. The Queen, having been forced to
leave his highness, carried her son, the
Crown Prince, to Wiesbaden, and the
King has now appealed to the Prussian
authorities to fort* his wife to return
the boy to him. The sympathy of the
whole world has all along Leen with the
Queen, for another such • scamp as
Milan can hardly be found even among
the royal families in Europe.
It Is certalnly a great convenience to
be able to sit in One's offlce and call up
the fellow through the teleph' ne you
wish to talk CO instead of having to
chase around over town during this hot
weather after hint. Another good point
is you can talk so much more compla-
cently and coolly to a man at the ether
end of the line who is mad enough to
tight because you published . that lie
wait drunk.the day before, or was arrest-
ed for violating the prohibition law,
than you could were lie in your (Ince
with a club in hisi :hand and murder In
his eye; and then, too, you can tell him
he is a liar and a scoundrel in such a
courageous tone of voice that nine times
out of ten he will be afraid to corue around
and see you. In case lie should come
you can just shut the door, telephone
police headquarters and go on with your
'work tn unruffled serenity. You are
thereby saved a licking and the disgust-
ing publicity of having a man chase
you up the street In endeavor to reach
the Seat of your troueers with the front
end of his boot. If you are called up by
a man who heis a bill against you, and
asked if you are in, tell him kindly but
firmly that you are in Pineville and
won't be back for a week. 0, the tele-
phone ts a great th Ing
MORMONS AMONG US.
Elders R. A. iiiripp a II S. S.
Worthington, of the Latter Saints
church, better keown aa Mormons., are
In the city These men (Salmi that
they are the true and oely repreetent-
ativea of the Christian religioe, and be-
lieving such are traveling over the
country "without money and without
price," to preach the gospel to nien.
Whep questioned closely by a New
ERA reporter as to their intentiour, the
fact wad brought out, though in a very
rouedatitiut. way, that they hoped to in-
creaee their church in I; ode They have
allotted to them a certain division, em-
bracing ten or a dozen counties in ,Ken-
Welty and Tennessee, and over these
they are traveling on toot
They areal to be earnest hi their belief
and doubtable) are, elte they would not
subject thereacieer to as wavy incon-
veniences ad they do. "We have a hard
road to travel." said ene, "runt we meet
with much discouragement, but we will
persevere."
They could not and did not deny the
assertion made by the reporter that
polygamy wee a part of the belief of
their church and was practiced hy its
members, though they ivaid they were
both unmarried men.
Doubtlese they will have a large aud-
ience, Moult' they talk, and as
they were informed Ay the reporter that
there wss a strong eentiment against
them, as churchmen, here and over the
county, will likely be very coneerv-
ative In their reniarke. They are Intelli-
gent men and smooth talkers.
The Nay, Ea• does not feel called
ripen to eriticime this religion at length,
at this time, because it has heretofore
rererred ID It ill no uncertain tering.
One of there articles of faith we would
like to refer to, and It Is this
"We believe in being honest, troe
nests, benevolent, turneries, and doing
mod to ell atm; Indeed we may say thet
we follow the ad 010041011 of PAO, "we
hope all things," tee hen endured Many
things and hope In Ile Rhin tii eni111141
things. If tneee le atlything virtutem,
lovely Of a OMNI report or praise-worthy,
we meth alter these things,"
"Ws re in being chaste and elf.
4•-••••••••11111.1 OusenPonA
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Whatever they may say, and
however smoothly they may talk, the
fact still remains that throngli all the
long years axone men equally as earnest
and equally as intelligent have appeared
before the people with bright and glow-
ing promisee for the future lives of those
who would only believe, and go %vitt'
them to the "promised land." And
yet history tells us startling and awe-
some tales of those people and their re-
ligion-tales that make • man's pulses
throb with indigation and his heart
burn for vengeance.
'118 true that of recent years there h is
been an improvement in the social lives
of the Mormons, but Rims been wrought
by the iron hand of the government,
Wicked by a Christian sentiment, and
not to any change in their belief.
THE PRESS iliSOCIATION.
in Interestiug and Profitable Menton-
The Social Features Excellent.
tonal correspondence.
DANVILLE, KY., July htik, 1555.-A
party of some thirty editors and sonic
few ladies left Louisville Weeineeday
Lo i ill So tl rmorning over t le u sy e u n
in the special ear, "city of Danville"
en route to the meeting of the Press
Association in Danville. 'rite trip to
Harrodsburg was made a Ithout incident
worthy of note. At that point our car
was hitched on to a speeial engine and
we were rushed in to Danville at the
rate of Misty unit s per hour. At the
depot we were met hy a reception com-
mittee and escorted in carriages to the
hotels, where an elegant dinner was
served. At 3 o'clock we met in the
opera house and the meeting was called
to order by President Hopper. An
interesting session wag held, which will
doubtless result in fetich good to the
press of the state. The election of
officers resulted in the sele?tion of Volk
Johnson, of the Courier-Journal, for
president; Dr. Woods, of the Frankfort
Capital, for vice-president; Walton, of
the Stanford Interior-Journal, for sec-
retary , and Uncle Ben Harrison, of the
Henderi)on News, for treasurer. One
of the moot interesting papers ever read
before the Association, and one which
will be referred to for long years by the
members, was that of Jim Richardson,
of the Glasgow 'limes, Murray, ot the
Nelson County Record, read a paper
replete with practical suggestions, and
the advice oontained if followed will be
of Inestimable benedt the press. The
morning session wu openeJ by a dis-
cussion of the papers already read, in-
dulged in by many representatives.
The meeting tested until noon and was
much enjoyed by the members.
The banquet Wednesday night, given
by the citizens, at the Deaf and Dumb
Institute, was oee of the most elegant
affeirs ever given to the press. The
large building Was beautifully decorated,
the rooms and Italie being tilled with
choice twera and plants. The Dan-
ville people seem to have ransacked the
turrountling markets for good things
to eat. Tire addrem of welcome was
delivered by Mr. Yerkes, a brilliant
young lawyer, and it was replied to by
Soule Smith, the famous "Falcon" of
the Louisville Times. His speech, as
well as that uf Mr. Yorke', brought
forth rounds ol applause, still right well
were they deserved. The Danville
people, fully sustained their reputation,
which Is far-fatned, for hospitality.
From 8 to 10 o'clock Thuraday morning
was spent in driving over the beautiful
city lu ,rriages furnished by the cit-
izens.
The Assoeiation was invited to hold
its oext meeting iu Owensboro, which
ievitatiou Was accepted.
At 1:45 p. m. to-day ,we leave in a
special train for Pineville. Willa there
we will be the guesta of the Coal A Iron
Company developing that place. All of
Friday will be spent at Cumberland
Gap, viewing the scenery and enjoy•
ing the good things in store for us there.
It has been wetted eiroati that there are
plenty of snakes in the mountains and
there hes been a rueli ail moening for
"medicine." Danville is "dry" town,
of the same kind as Hopkinaville, conse-
quently, our crowd, up to date, have
all kept sober.
PINEVILLE, July 7th-We arrived iti
Hale beautiful little place Thursdey even-
ing at 7 o'clook, and were met at the
ratIrostre end by all the wagons, coaelt-
es, and other veltieles of lite nature in
the county. It was with route degree a(
curiosity and much interest that We
looked out upon the scenes around.
There on our left, but a few feet away,
stood the stone dwelling house of the
famous A. J. Asher, who defied the
whole b. it N. company to grade their
road past Ws premises. Ais Mr. Miler
stood behind a huge rock and a Winches-
ter ride, It Waii deemed advieehle to suit
grading. How the wetter will be settled
remains to be seen. The road is com-
pleted to within a hundred feet o( his
houee, which le built into the rock
necessary to he blasted down. Beyond
this rock the grading has been completed
for a utile or more, but of course can
not be wade ready for trellis until the
company managee in some way to get
past Mr. Asher and his Wincheeter.
The crowd divided up Friday morning,
each going his own way. A party of
twenty-eight went out to the iron mines
some miles above here, sill epeut sev-
eral hours very pleasantly. The trip to
the fAut of the mountain was made in
wagons, mei freest there up to the mines
on foot. Iron ore wee foond there in
almost inexhauitible irtantitiee mid in
veine of great tilicknees. Several opene
loge into the mountain side hail been
made, in each of winch was found ore of
great vale«. Near the melee a large
sprlhiLubbles out from the rocks, the
water of whisth vesy setongly impreg-
nate) with iron. Eitch one of the party
managed to drink about a half gallon of
thls water, and mnsequently ate up
eyerything in the hotel on their retitle'.
Another party weot to Cumberland
Gap, folio teen miles dietetic Thiv was
a glorious trip and 'noel] enjoyed, re-
set:falls that part lit the es.Siii on the
mountain side. The strange part of tide
trip was that PO many of the party were'
snake-bitten, which occurred just in
sight ol the cabin. Our tuomishiner
friend, however, managed to save the
Ives of the crowd, hut it was ouly after
hard work, and many trips to the clout.
Emmett Logan, in particular had a very
had case of "bite" and It took a great
deal of medicine to cure him. After
eating up everything in the house and
filling all the bottles in the crowd, (with
water, of course) the trip to the flap wee
coutieued. The scenery there well re-
paid the visitors for making the trip.
in the afternoon several different
parties went up on rinr mountain to
view the scenery, which et this point
equals in point of beauty any hi Colo-
rado. Tne elevation le about 1,200 feet,
and otte can ere for miles up the three
valleys, mei over the lower ranges.
It would not he proper to omit mee-
t on of the feet Gist (lances were given
at our hotel on both Thursday and Fri-
day evenings, which were notch enjoy-
e by everybody, Several mountain
liaatitieli Were in attendant**, anti by
irir frank and charming throwers rid-
ded tutivii enij.iy MIMI to lila Orpgaloth
fins jolting man Smile was
muuli Mitten, and we Kati some dill.
He Treated Her Badly.
Gi.estrow, hi , July 10.-Chief of
Police, llopkinsville: Tinsman, George
Williams, is in aearch of his child,
which was stolen from him by his wife,
who ran off' with another man by the
name of Bob Webb, from this place.
You will please help him find wife and
child. MeR811•L OF GLASGOW.
'rlie shove letter was received by
Chief Biggeretaff Wedneeday morning,
and in company with lir. Williams,
who brought the letter, a search was in-
stituted for the wom in and child After
a long hunt they were found at the resi-
dence of Mrs.. Shad Owens, where rhe
had been living under the name of M re.
6allie Webb.
Mrs. Williams, aliaa Mrs. Webb, tiring
of rough and unkind treatment from her
ituebami, which she Ited boree patiently
for • long time, and eeeing no indivation
ot improvement in his manner, eloped
last March with nob Webb, from Glas-
gow. Up till a short time since the
couple has been living in this section.
Desiring to see her child they returr el
to Glasgow a few days airier, aud while
there she stole it from its lather and lied;
they were pursued and Webb was
caught and jailed, but she managed to
escape, and came here with the child to
await Webb's delivery. She and her
husband hail a long talk Wednesday,
and while he admitted that lie had treated
her unkindly, promised !diet lie would
do hatter if she would return. He ex-
pected to take the (rand hack Willi
last night, and probably the motile' Ate),
but she was undecided when last seen.
The Secret Oat,
The secret of the cause of the murder
of Miller by Judge Pulliam at Harding.
burg has leaked out. A written agrees
meet and compromiee has been found
which fully explains everything. It is
as follows:
"An agreement and eompromiu
and between James' M. Miller and A M.
Pulliaut-Know all erten by these pres-
ents; That whereas there has been im-
proper conduct upon the part of leyeelt
and Moine d Pullism, wife of said A.
M. Pulliam, winch criminally impli-
cates we, now, therefore, in order to
satisfy the said A. M. Pulliam and re-
compense him for the injury I have
done him and hls family, 1 have this
day executed to the order of said A. IN.
Pulliam my cheek and note for $5,000 as
a full and courpletroompromiee, W
consider no more than right arid just,
and 1 do this with my own tree will, this
J uly-, 1 toie
There was no signature attached to
this document, and it le supposed that
Miller refused to sign it and in conse-
quence was shot, as the words "Just
dye adman to dx it up or your life
pays the penalty ou the spot" were
round Puiliallre leindrwriting en the
margin ol the paper. Pulli,on waived
trial and has been placed in jail, in-
digestion rues high, and mobbing is
threatened, as the opie telleve it was
&imply a case of blackmailing.
Lana: Judge Puilliatu was sent to
Louisville from Hardineburg for safe
keeping. Feeling had grown so hitter
against him at that point that a lynching
was feared, and to avoid this he was re-
moved to Louisville Tuesday night.
- - - --
The Primary.
The returns from the primary come
in very slowly. Chairman Buckner Ilse
received the poll books from the follow-
ing preciucts, which indicate that Capt.
Ellis has reoeived a very dettering vote
Crow the Deniocomy of ,Christian cowl-
ty
Hopkinoville No. I 
Hopkinsvilic No. V ..... -103
Stuart's   17
Kelley's   10
Fairview No.1 
Fairview No. 2  45
Penibroke 
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Those desiring to visit Cluclimati and
the Centennial Exposition during the
hundred day.' festivities, beginning
July 4th, should bear hi mind that a
Departmeut of information has been es-
tablished, to which all inquiries per-
taining to traneoortetion, board and
such other matters should be directed
for a sure and speedy answer.
The r.i,poodtion III not only aftord a
practical eevjew of the progress of the
last century, but will also apbrd many
features of ackeowletigeil intetest jn ad.
dition. The Electric display, the Gon-
dolas, the Fountaies, the Music Hail
entertainments, dramatic, spectacular,
musical, operatic, literary, and other
attraction/ are, any one, worth the price
ot admission to whole Expoeition, in-
cluding everything.
Every month shows a decided im-
provement in the American Magazine.
S'ile sboly isime is particularly interest-
ing. WArile maintellnjug ita high liter-
ary standing, preferpnee 1;Seri ,tc
class of matter which is app;oprlitte
aummer reading. Wilfred Pidtereon
has a well-written and dnely Illustrated
article on the famous Walters Art Col-
lections; Dr. Allan McLane Hannit011,
the eminent brain specialist, oontributes
an entertaining paper on "Spiritualism
arid 1.1ke Delusions." in which are
many statements that Spiritualists will
not like to read, insomuch as the doctor
evidently conelders them of unsound
ruind. Among other thistle+, the paper




1,•ITONSVILLE, July, 11-On Satur-
day night Henry Neely shot and danger-
owns, wounded Joe Bell, at a festival
given at 'sham Buokner's, near
Vaughell'a Grove; all the parties are
colored. Neely made lila escape.
• AN-
Higgino Dab Noy.
Mr. Elwerd Higgins, of Denver,
Colored ), awl Mies I 'arrin Dabney, Of
Culla, were married et the humid of
tke bride's fattier Tuesday.
I For th5 Tri-wselayNaw Za•l.
• Song, Sung la the Upper Alr.
To•day, upon the cr.% ded street,
Among discordant noises there,
A 'wing, sung in the upper air,
Was wafted dot% uward, 'gear and sweet.
l'pou my thirsty heart it fell
As on a parched field the rain,
Anil heedleae of the whirl of gain
1 pitused beneath the singer* spell .
And ko lug upward I beheld
Far up the breezy azure height.
A swallow wing his circling night
• though by very joy
IV
•b, then 1 thought, lie little knows
itl, the singer of the upper air,
How he line lightened me °tram.,
or what the peace his wog heetons.
lint Atli he joyous wars and sings,
of me regardless, and the throng,
Hui heart the prompter of hie song,
Ilia stir g.the strengtleocr of his eines.
Then reek not, poets, of the mart,
But soar and slog above the street,
Anil en your songs descending sweet




Hopkinsville, No. 1.-G. U. West
and Jas. Yancey judges; Allan Wal-
lis, clerk ; J no. Boyd, sheriff.
Hopkinsville, No. 2,-W. S. Davidson
and J. M. Ilipkins, judgem; I. F.
Ellis, clerk ; Harvey Moore, Sheriff.
Union School House, No. 1.-B, S
Campbell and C. L. Dade, judge.; hi.
B. King, clerk; Nathan Bailey, sher-
iff,
Unions School house, No. 2.-J. W. Mc-
Gaughey and J. W. Hanbery, judges;
A M Ilenry, clerk; Ellis Whitlock,
sheriff.
Fairview, No. 1.-M. A. Fritz and W.
M. Perkins, jildges; C. G. Layne,
clerk ; Win. F. laughn, sheriff.
Fairview, No. 2 -Jno. B. Everitt and
B..D. Lackey, judges ; W. R. A
gree, clerk ; C. II. Harrieon, sheriff.
Lafay elle, No. W. Davidson and
Oillant Ezell, judges; C. B. Ft-alder,
clerk; Geo. Sypert, sheriff.
Lafayette, No. 2-J E Stevenson, Gus
Miles, judges; R. C. Pollard, clerk;
Wm Jordan, Sherif!.
Pembroke, No. 3 -R Y Pendleton and
Juo B l'ritn, judges; C 11 Morrison,
clerk; Lawson Major, shetiff.
Longview, No. 4.-L. 0. Garrett and
Henry Kelley, judges; Pereey Mc-
Kee, clerk ; Jim Pendleton, sheriff.
Mt Vernon, No. 5 -S Fruit and C
T Yancey, judges ;C F Laekey, clerk ;
J T Walker, sheriff.
Beverly, No. 6.-M D Davie anil Time
Major, judges; Edgar Cayce, clerk ;
Bruce Peace, sheriff
Hamby. No. 7 -J M Renshaw J J
Solomon, judges; I. R Solomon,
clerk; Sol Smith, 'Iberia'.
Fruit 11111, No. 5.-J 11 Cavanagh and
B M Powers, judges; D Meyers,
clerk ; 51 Barnes, sheriff.
Seates Mill, No. U -J 1) Collins and
W H Cato, judges{ J II Durham,
clerk t C Parker, sheriff
Garrettsburg, No. 10.-J B White and
Roes llopper, judges; 10 mire,
clerk; Abner White, sheriff
Bainbridge, No. 11.-J J Cex and J
Keys, judges; J if Wood, clerk ; W
I) Turner, sheriff.
Catkey, No. 12 -W Wartield and N
G Brasherjudge•IF B 11 tecock,elerk ;
P W Brasher, sheriff.
Barkers MIII, No. 13 -Thor; M Barker
and J B Jones, judges; C Peyton,
C Minton, sheriff.
litilview, No. 14.-11 11 Clark and W
• Crevens, judges; W A Reed, clerk ;
Henry Underwood, sheriff.
Stuarts, No. 15.-0 II Meyers and
Tinos Davis, judges; Jhil Atkinson,
clerk ; I II Wicks, sheriff,
Wilsons, No. 10 -J N'llson and W
1) Furguson, judges; (leo N Johnson,
clerk; Milt Meacham,
Crofton,No. 17.-J Al Lockhart and JI10
S Long, judge/ ; Dr J Jackson,
clerk; J W McCord, sheriff.
Kelley Station,No. C Broodier and
J C Johnson, judges; Henry Crunk,
clerk ; Josh Johnson, eheriff.
- --••••••-  .24.--
C W. C. 4. ntetenreet.
du,tement of the wetter' end supper
given under the auspices of the Chris-
tian WOMIII'd Aid Amoulation
Money received $150.70
KEPI:ten.
To Holten) Rogers...$34 50
New Era, tickets, etc , 3 50
So. Kentuckian, posters 2.25
incidelital expenses 4 95- 43 20
Net proceeds $105.50
We are intiehted M his Emily B.
Perry for the liberal eentribeti on of $5;
to the gas company for the gas bill of
$4 10; also the gas used in the supper
room; to Mr. George bong for use of
supper room; to New Era for advertio-
ing in every issue of their paper for two
weeks; to Mr. y. 1.. Ellis fur a liberal
supply of lee; to Mr. Holland for the
use of the Opera House for day rehear-
sals, and to emelt and every participast
in the exeruisev, who gave us their time
and energy, dieted)), making the miter-
tainment a success. We say to one and
all, accept our sincere nutlike.
MRS. MARY MORTON, Pre&
M its A. 0. BUSH, Sec'y.
•
Bethel resale Cillege.
Melly in Hopkineville eleew here
will be gratified to know Mrs. John
0 Rust lo to be aveoviate presiding teach-
er with Miss Mey Smith the Wilting
year. This institution lila a rare com-
bination of successful teschere and nev-
er had stronger claims tor patronage.
The next reilior claes will he unusually
large. The primaries ere to receive
special attention. Pereond desiring te
ratter the classes in elocution, music,
art, and the modern languem can ar-
range to do so by calling ots Prof. or
Mrs. Rion at the college. Correspond-
ence from a distance indicates &Mut:resew
of pairotiege and we are glad to bear
willing testimony as a petrol) to the
good :Landing of thie school at home.
Primary Election.
At «mgressional primary election
for this district the vote polled in this
county for Capt. Ellis was gene large,
when the extreme hot aeather, the con-
dition of the wheat crop, and the fact
that Capt. Ellis has no opposition is
taken into coneideration.
There were 329 votes polled in the
two Hopkineville precincts, and the iii-
dileations are that the vote ini the county
will 1s abOut:00. Thie, tinder the cir- i
cionstithoes, rt. indeed complimentary




The essirket war a little stronger this
week than last, and the bidding more
spirited and lively. There ear but lit-
tle demand for lugs.
Sake by Haithery elaryer, 10 Mids.
as follows:
5 Mills as leaf, $5.15 to $11.00.
lilide count ..... leaf, $6 26 to $6 75.
2 lilt& lugs, $3.60 to $4 45.
Sales by Oant ee Gather Co. of le
Wills. common and medium leaf, from
$5 to $5
Sales by Wheeler, Mills et a. of 31
as follows:
15 iiiitle medium leaf, 05 71$ to $7 (E•
lis Wide common leaf, $700 to $0 Ill.
7 With luso, $0.70 hi $2 DO.
• ow. -
RSV. W, Noun. revently bought
OM. Ilrow MA, Idle
fad bossue lame, take $1100. •
Fergasearille Items.
FERGUSON VILLII, July 12 -Miss Ellen
Withers is vieiting friends in this vi-
ciiiity this week.
Mrs. Susie Meacham, whO has been
ill for several months, died Mondry.
Mies Jessie ,Ileachain has returned
home after a wectea visit among rela-
tives at Kelley 'a.
Mr. 'Thounte Kings] intaut deughter
died tut Saturday.
The moonlight pic-ilic et Mr. Bill
Jon& last Saturdity night was a grand
success and largely attended.
M les Minnie Itsbineon will teach our
fall school.
Mr. George Meacham, of Kelly's, who
has been visiting Mr. Watt Meaelia.M,
lies returned home.
There will be a bre?' dance end bal-
loon arcensio i Ferguson's store
the 2stli of July.
M iss Della Coombe, of your city, has
returned home after visiting Wends in
the country.
Some sneak thief wevit into Mr. J. W.
Heudersen'e peach orchard • few nights
ago and carried off a good many peach-
es, besides damaging his trees *good
deal.
The moonlight picnic anti political
fever is raging in this vicinity at pres-
ent. Vexes.
-.4•••
Why Not Seize the Gelder Oppor-
tunity:
At New Orleans, La., on 'Tuesday,
Jetie Ittle 1888. the Extraordinary arid
217th Grand Monthly Drawitig of the
Louisiana State Lottery occured under
the Role management of (Seel' G. T.
Beauregard of La. and Juba) A. Early
of Va. The prizes are in amount front
$300,000 or less. Some of the results
are here given. 90,443 drew the First
Capital Prize of $300,000. It was eold
in fractional parts of twentieths at $1
eech, sent to hd. A, Dauphin, New
Orleans, La.: to J. J. Zelineker, Bon-
ham, Tex ; one to Messrs. Moore,
Spaulding it Co., Boston, Mau.; one
to the Henan! Bros., 80 Custotuliouae
street, New Orleans; one to Mrs. Mary
E. Clark, 217 Main St., Charlestown
District, Billiton Mess.; one to (ieo. W.
Seibert, collected through Bill, Hutch-
vt Co., Gaiveaton, '1'ex.; one paid to
S. F Perret, runner Canal Bank, New
Orleans for a depoeitor, etc. No. 71,67s
drew the Second Capital prize of $100,-
000, also sold itt fractional parts at $1
each; one to James F. Walsh, Charles-
ton, S. C ; one to .1. A. Crichlow, Santa
Fe, N. Mex.; otie to Joeeph Bralley,
Paris, 'lex.; one to W. 1) Lewis, fStt
Deer Park Ave., Babylon, L. 1 ;
F. W. Levin, 977 Northwestern Ave„
Chicago, Ill ; one to Andereon Situ-
motet, Gaiiiesville, Ga.; one to Messrs.
Brewer vt Sensing, Blossom, '1'ex.; one
Frauk W. Ma1160111, Jackson, Mich.;
one to C. J. Burrill, Waterville, M.; one
to J. D. Houston, Hot Springs, Ark.:
me to A. 'I'. Waite, lee Sutter St., San
Francieco. Cal.; one collected by the
First Nat'l Bank of Hemphill. etc. No.
49, 566 drew the Third Capital Prize 01
$50,0U0, ale ssld .111 fraetiunal pens 01
twelitietlis at $1 each ; one to A.
Loring, :1 Bitchelder St., Dorchester,
Mass. ; one to Walter A. Tonne and one
to C. L. It Mlietiburg, both of Boaton,
Mass.; one to Geo. W. Chamberlin,
Middletown, Mil ; one to F. N. Fuller,
Taunton, Mass.; one to Mrs. J. A. An-
derson, Atlanta, Ga.; one to J. '1',
Freshweter, 63 tielermie St., New Or-
leans.; one J Gehrig, one to Elias
Steinman, one to 11. J. Freeman, all of
New York City ; one to 'Tim II. Ryan,
Jackeviti, Mich„ etc. No. 80,032 drew
the Fourth Capital Prier of $23,000,
scattered to all portions of the iiiliabited
world. Noe. 27,425 and 45,1112 each
drew one of the two Fifth Capital Prises
of $10,000, etc., etc. It will all be re
pirated on Tuesday, August 7tii, slid
any leformation will be given WI appli-
cation to 11. A. intupislii, New Orleans,












Patent Flour 55 00 to .
Choice Family  4 50
Ptai• Family  4 tar lo .
Graham Flour 
Rye 'lour . 2,
Buckwheat Flour 4'00
Meal, per bush uu
Hotuany. pet gal ..... Sti to 15
Grits, per gal 15 to
1.•an
Choice Leaf  II to
Choice Family • lo 10
COUNTRY PliO1113711.
Butter, Choice 20 to Me
Butter, element  10 to









Kraut, per gal 
Honey
























Tite•i;ili tititiu;er .• . •
.. .......
.... .
I 4u to 1 50
5, 2400 tot ,75:.
3 too to
%IR e'V hul ITeti°1•:tred oat. ........ 
1 40e5 yowl 7,11,4
Black *red 11als 
4157,toto 420
liTii°Ba irral telt': 1117Dy ri.1;I:Fialial7,11.1ier.b:i.e..1 ........... 1 179'12,5 toi:::
Clover 114), per lintelrei





No. 2 M xe,1, per bushel 55 to 60
t. likkene, live, per doz 2 50 to 3 00
Chickens, dreaded, per Iti N to 10
Ducks. K to 10
lieene K tO 10
Turkey,' ti to 10
WHOAT.
ig,No 2 65 to
No 3 HU to
repel. and qatop wheat Do said
1.0previteg.
,Cerrneitel for rim* Haw front the daily ea-
1,41110f Hie tray befere.1
',limb; a ilAv,
VI' itgsr-t • arrive ab to
Isinglierry   W tO
New No. 2 Ny.1 .. ... 75
New No. 2 L. 'wherry  76
X ouri-No. 1 nil sot SI to
While ....   . 57 to
In Mir to ILK
OaTe-   25 to 17
ltVe-No. S  Noniinal
II 4 I -Fancy timothy . . ... 17 WW1,' OD
Choic.e  16 00 toI700
Lou grades   111 00 tole 00
straw, per ion   6 00 to
PROVISIONS.
list:its-Shies  8 iltoto V
S hot, Hen 
111'hr-wiles  V. to s3„
shoulders . M,4 to
SCO a it C I Kau-flame . . II to 11,4
Slimilderr IfS 10
Brest fast bacon 104 to II
1.taln--Clioi e leaf 914 to
• kegs till Ituylets IV!, to
Privi• Steam 6 to
IfLtiffkr-C160 ce invents 5 00 to 5 50
Main promo.. ' ' 4 75 to i 00
CliOlne I ti to I 7.•
Plain feney 1 16 to
&Lira Wail) II 5u to 3 75
bite& a heat 6 55 to 6 50
L ore 'seal per hundred Ils. bolted 1 30 to .
t outrun' retinues.
&Cries- Isolee colt try .
1.ow grader .
Dairy













TALLOw-i-per 4 to ..
ftkasw A it- per lb „. Into
GINaltioi-Llitlice large . .. 65 to 1 W
Firr•irote -tie arrival, Northern
Burbank*, 40 to NI
New potatoes, per btrrel . 50 to 2 76
1.11 V. STOCK .
(Reported by 9, ST10,1101.16 & Live Stock
Commiestot. Metchante, Barlion Stock Yards.]
I.ouisville, July 12, ite04 -C•rrti -The mar-
ket ia quiet and prn• mein IlEll'haPpwl
Hoge-The market is steady , and the offerings
were sold us aro vai
/Shoe', and Lambs-The market is steady sad
pr,cee unchanged.
Cattle--tiood to extra sh, ppi ug . 1,400
I,50.0 pounds $4 35 to 25
Light alsimpiag. 1.3U0 1,4tal
poUnds . . ..... 50 to 11 75
Good to extra ogee 75 to 4 26
Common and rough oxen  50 to 3 25
 3 SO to 11 tai
Light starkers  2 26 to 2 75
Feeder. 00 to 3 60
Best buts:liens   4 15 to 4 fiu
Medium to good butchers  3 60 tot 00
Coinnton 'medium butchers 3 IOW 3 00
Thin. nowt. deers, poor cows and
scalawags . . I 00 to 1 RI
'logs, Choice packing •nd butcher* 5 1.5 to 95
tam to good hoteliers . . 5 75 to 5 hi
Light medium butchers 5 10 to 5 75
Shoe**. 3 to 4 512
Sheep aud Lambs, !Fair to good
indigoes 2 15 to 3 75
(21/11111,,.n to .....  75 to 3 15
Extra noels  5 10 ton 011
CoIsO1114111 to medium lambs  4 23 to 5 00
BENEVOLENT SOCIETIES.
Heim nay Li Li 4.0154111. No. 17, •. F. • •. It .
Bryan Hopper, W. IC
Lodge meets at Masonic Hall, Sol story
Thompson Block, grit Mooday night in en.di
month.
ORIENTAL citArrica NO. It., E. A. 13.
Thomas &adman, H P
Stated es:invocations II Monday of earh
month •t Masonic Hall.
MOORE COMMANDERY NO.41, K. T.
Mr. Kt. Thos. Rodman, E. C.
51,-ets illth Monday in each month at Masonic
ROYAL ARCANUM, 110PKINeVILLE COON
CIL, NO.114
Jos. I. Landes, It aer.t.
Meets 91 and tte Thursdays each month at
I. Landea'
MOAI-ON COUNCIL NO./CHOSEN FRIENDS
M. Lipeti ne, chief Counselor.
Meete at 0. O. F. Ball. Sd and 41.11 Monday lo
each month.
CHRISTIAN LOBOS, NO. it10, OF H.
R. IN. Anders's., Dictator.
Sleets lot and 1rd Tuseday in eaeb mouth at
kl . A ndersos,* Hall.
IttlitItUREEN LODGE. NO. Ittl K. 01 I'.
A. II Clark, C.
Lodge meets the and 4th Thursdays in ey•
cry Mouth at flow e'n flail,
ENDOWMENT MANE. K. OF P.
L. N. Davis. Pres't.
Meets 3.1 Mondry la every nioath al N. M.
Andenion'a Hall
KNIGHTS OF THE GOLDKN KOSS.
II. Nance, N. C.
h. A 'trip r,, Of 0..
Meets the ist and Stit Yridays in each moult
ANCIENT ottListtur esereo is °itemise
W. II. Lee. M. W.
Time of meeting, al anti 4th Tin:sways at Me-
Gamy, Monte co.'s °Noe.
GREEN RIVEN LODGE, NO. 54, I. 0 0. F.
A. S. &bitten, N. ti.
Meets every Fr.day night at I. 0. U. F. Hall.
MERCY ENCAMPMENT. NO. 31. I. 0. 0.
v. I' Ilyuderson, C. I'.
bodge meets Ist anti 34 Thursday nights at I.
0. 0 F. Hall.
031.111ilk OF TUE IRON HALL
John Nutty on, P. C. J.
Meets 4th •9 erluesday each month at John
Moayon's
FLORENCE LODGE, NO 27, DALGHTIClig
OF RS:Ilk:KA.
Meets 1rd Monday eight at I. 0 O. r Hall
COLORED LODGES.
UNION BIEN KYOLKNT SOCIETY.
Meets 1st and Si1 Monday evening In car
month, I o'Clock. at their lodge room, M.I.D
street. second story over Ilooticr and Overaliln•
er's McNeal, President; Ned l't.r•
Der, hee'y.
rneetion wool, NO. U. B. Ir.
Meets 1st ami art Tue•day nights in Postel"i
H311. Court street. K. .Glass, W. id; L. 8.
Buykuer. Secretary.
MUSADORA TEMPLE, NO. 111, 8. 07 F.
Meets Id and ith Tueelayill in each month
U. F. Hall Poetell's block Court strut
Angusta Momen, W. P; came hanks Li. r
Katie Lasky. Secretary
HOPKINIVILLE(140B06.Eity40. INS,
alerts Ind owl Ith Monday sighle at Hoosel
and overshintr's II a II Main street. Charles
shoo') N. tit William bray, Y. it; W. tibia
P. a; Militant Clark N. V.
MYSTIC TIE LOINIE NO. 190T, U. N. 0
Or Y.
and ird Wednesday nights of sack
as Johnigin. N. ti; C H. Knit e.
W. L. DOUGLAS
$3 SHOE. FT?!GEN
The einl line calf 53 meows teas Shoe In the
world made without tacks or nail.. A• et • Ind)
and durable as those coating 55 111)-1 11111V -
tog no tacks ur nails to near the Mocking or
hurt the feet, Mates them as comfortable and
well-fitting a hand-sewed shoe Buy the
best, Nose eeniOne unles. stamped on bottom
••W L. 111,1141PS fa Shop. 'tempted."
W. IL. 11111114•6 $4 11111.46F., the orig-
ir al and only band newed l'It 31 sh,,e.
equals custom-made 01101 eo.tlog triton Su $V
W L. asoluereate sg.ao elle& is un
eqoallcil for hear) ue•r
W. L. 1301-6 LAN If SHOE is worn l.y
all h.q., is the best school shoe in the
world.
All the shoe,. goods are nitole in Congress,
Button and Lace, •nil if not sold by your dealer
write W. L. DOI LAS. Brack tam.
Mass.
M.Frankel it Sons, Ag'ts, Hopkinevie
PISOS CURE FOR
Piso's cure for Con-
sumption is also the best
Cough Medicine.
' If von hero' a' Cough
teletut ersossao pha
I.ungit, a few doses are all
you heel. But if you Us-
elect this cooly moans of
aafety, the slight Cough
may beouule a serious
matter, and several bot-











Centaur Liniment Is the molit ‘‘01141errui Pal n-Curer
the world has ever known.
Closing Out Sale!
4•For Cash Only !*
On account of the death of our Mr. M. Frankel, we
offer our entire stock at
Prime Eastern Cost
&wind up our business. Every dollar's worth of goods
m4st be sold.
DA Only, Gm Tin
No Coods Charged:,
M. FRANKEL & SONS.
N. parties indebted to us must come forward
and settle at once. Our business must be wound up.
Do not delay. This is a case of necessity.
M. FRANKEL & ONS.
++44444+• I., ',WI v,171,111:1111
tiVe dollars in a itulitar Coat, and
at his ant luta hoar • experience in
• st..rto finds to his sorrow Mutt it Is
t.snLy a bettor proseruon man a mar-
mato netting, wit uniy feels chagrined
at being ao badly taken In. but We
It•la If he *lee not hatIt eiaettr hid
+++61.611461 744. .2:tilt Wan h. soli serves0,‘,4 rio-i • ii..‘ will
km dry Is the kardaat stuff. tri
called 1 OW ries rut H fil.A16
a Immo faiethar to every
Coe •ii neer 111. 1.41.4.1. Wan thee
the tali* Iv 111.4.4 Mind and W
Coat Is" 1•••eves tea Brawl
Asa kw Me "FISH IllitA ND " &sew aivi is* r. Uygur elorelkeeper
W BLEB . !ft t ON, p:trik•Itntlif
WHEELER, MILLS & CO.,
1"04 b f l t.11
Tob3cco Warehoosema, Comsistion Ilercbaoto aod Grata, Wen
MEV EN1.11 AND It,
Lihoral Alvanyoseo Leaelpiatelite.
sTS., HOliKINs‘'11.1.1C, KY.,






























The date with your
name printed on the
margin or
your paper shows when
your paid subscription
expires. If not renew-
ed, your paper will be
stopped on the 1st day




Thom's.' timer spent Thursday in the city.
Sam Frankel returned Moi•day front t
mat
W. H. Long speut several days in the city
Ibis week.
Mr. John Loos. of 1 ratios, 'spent Thursday
is Um city
His Tallow of Hesilersow Is stilettos Miss
Lula W large
John Matilda. of Herndon, spent Wedges
day in the city.
Bailer /Ottawa, 4 eit. Louis is visiting
his father's family
Mhos Tommie Petrie, ot Ellitow is visiting
Miii BIM le II arm it.
Co.. Thalami clauses, of South Christian. was
is Ws ait Tharsday.
Mrs. Timothy is stetting friemds and rela-
tives is Chattel win.
Mimes Liam' Woad mad Let Va.:Neigh, are
malting in Owensboro.
Henry Hesdersoe and mile, are spending the
weeks.; Bowling cares
Mrs. Jos. losing and children are visiting
er 'wives is D..eitimr, Ala
It WI. Giese. of Liarksw !Le. spent several
dare so lb. eity ttsui week
Um A O. Saddle wad aro. rotates
re Immo in dot tit Christian.
Upslaw awl Jur BacAtaar. of Longview,
were in the city Wisalssedity.
. W. Ware • Wed& mg citizen. of Trystoo,
swat Reda, sdav i• therity.
M. W. Ltghtweil rare throe/ft from Clerlui
stiletto • bicycle Wednesday.JanPiekford, Jr.„, spent a taw days visiting
relatives ie Cadiz this wee".
Has Smile Williams. of Peal-olio, la the
✓aasa of Miss Willi* Radioed.
Lied t Williams Brosangl, of tke L. navy,
I. •isitieg his family in the city
Kiss A•siis Fmk. of Desherd, Tann.. is visit.
lag her aaas Mrs W. F. bandle.
Mr. Milton Gant. of Owensboro, is vi&tiag
friends and misuses to the city
Mr.. W.11 Campbell. of Louisville. Is nit-
leg rolauves and friends in Wu city.
II i.e. Carrie Breathitt cad Julia Arnold are
speeding the week at Dawson •priliga
Mir Nora Dalton. of Falai. as visiting Um
family of Mr brother, Geo. D. Dalton
Mrs. J K. ['haute, of Galveston, Texas, I.
I 'swag friends wad relatives in data city.
Mrs Ala tirnasat left Wedassiday fo- Unth-
awed, Va.. where she will i mit relatives
Ilies Ileitis Nielsen retureed Wstiessiley
trom • • sit to Mewls mid relatives at Stklue,
II. R. l.,,g.,l Fr.lt, Walter uillilaa4 awl
wisiirsi oil/ors '144944,4 the hall el Dawson last
ii liii
ws Miele thifaald Ian Woodsy for All....
viii.. ebere she s iii Iii the ifUral of biles Mary
Maraca
Mr C. As Thotapsoe has gone to 1Jallima for
horn health H. is suffering Crum as attaolt of
J•uo.tice
Mi.. Chris llo:lauil sent to Hot.kinst 'Ile last
week to visit her MAW., who is 
wile Times.
ss ors Williams whohaihien visiting
Mies Antal! Wett, haa returned home to
t ortaitli My.
Master Tommie William, aud stater, Mum
Nellie. of Allen/await.. are visiting the family of
O.(. Lander.
bli a late*, who hag bees visiting at Dr.
Hill's for aurae time. returned to Clarksville
T!.te,lay morning.
Sips $$ertig $0trieom, sftpir pipasot
ro "Ire. tiso Marsden, had rrIarnell to her
home in New fork.
Mrs gene Ale•awier and Mrs. M. A. Lear
ill have retort's.' from as extended visit to
relatives at Princeton
Moe Matti e Hicks. Mrs. Jeo. Day and her
little daughter Lea, left 'ridgy for ifelaisfain
Is' Ire absent some t t
Misses Gose•le ye Anderson awl Mary slant
returned Saturday from a visit to friends and
relatives at Owensboro.
Jodge J. H. Bowden, Miss Mary Bowden wad
Master Henry Bowden, of Frankfort, are visit-
ing at H. II Caldwell'..
Mr. Wallace Warfield will take Jo* P. Bur-
nett's place at A. I:. Bash'. shoe store, during
the tatters baaber vacation.
Name :Semite and kiettie Tuttle,. of LI'?
Weir, Fla., who have bee• vt.iung is failt C1f1.
left ter ciarkeeine Westaesday mortals(
Apprtapne newocrat: 11 4acebe ap$1M.
part, two secomplialsed yoking ladies of Hop7.
!6°Tili.t 0°4°14
Mrs a. p yoç1 Mimes Harr, Hattie awl
Wino ?rpm and Miss Sue Slaughter, of
)areeekoro, slteodell the funeral obsequies of
,t•apiwel Fryer, Sunday.
Intermit Revenue Celketteas.
'T'he receipts at the °Incept' Collector
Hunter Wood for the month of June,
1888, were as follows, viz:
Lists $ IC 15
Beer Stamps 35I H
Qpirit Stator" izi.,imaN
lose fitszeiss
futmeto adagios 11.716 11
special-tan Stamp. 1,90 ST
$149.466 33
01.
YarItire Itomple cad Solos geom.
A. W. Pyle his rented the Lat,g Bell
storeroom on Main attest and will nee It
am a tut 'inure sample and sales room.
Ile a putting In an elegant Ilne of
sample. (rum lila large stuck of lurid-
tore still slurred In hie old quarters.
it. Mandist Nuailey•Sehool Ple•sle.
ku 
1, • ,
tim efillJ ten who rp vein CO SLUM/
the Monday:or:boot plo.nic 'lest Tuesday
are requested by the pastor to be st, the
nunday-sohool to-morrow and it is hoped
that parents will see that the children
come. The special object is to give In-
struction. as to the arrangements eo as
to avoid confusion.
Flogged By Cltisees.
A report comes from southwestern
Fentucky that two Mormon Missionaries
trol been roughly 014110 ip that local-
. • Their Pellet were 'fitipp and
orthinpon and they cause up from
"neasee tut aaturdaY• igePort ears
y
en04., they Were told to leave the little
villein of Drganette near Hopkinsyille
tflis011 their refusal, a rope wad
ught and they were about to be
ling op, when they concluded to
cc. They proceeded to Bandana,
re they were flogged by a bevy of
, citisesia and given an hour to wake
,-- .stneelves scarce. They were last
P.;eard trees yesterday evening near Cairo
End were making their may for the
(Ain The/ are auppoesil to be the
seine I Wei elders, who were subjected to
great itedignittea about tioleorela a short
lyistlf lent% j-livatiaviile 'Tripling.
ifbree nem oihisionaries were In Hop-
eInsville this week and gave out their
intention to speak here. A New Etta
reporter advised them that it was best
to wove on, and as they have not been




The Brat new wheat *at received
Tuesday by Ellis dr. Co.
Geo. W. Phelps has secured a posi-
tion with the Crescent Milling Co.
A large delegation from this city at-
tended the ple-nics at Crofton and Ceru-
lean.
The cisterns being prepared by the
city for protection against tire are near-
ly completed.
The candidates did not speak at Crof-
ton Wednesday, but they were there
kissiog the babies.
Wm. Moore col. was tined $5,00 and
octet by Judge Brasher of the city court
Wednesday, for breach of the peace.
.1 Freight trains did not run on thi4 di-
wrapper oil vision Wednesday July 4th. The rock
crusher also shut down on the ustional
holiday.
Another water spout is reported this
week from the vicinity of Pleasant
Green church. Fences were washed
away and wheat beaten down.
There will be an excursion train to
Chalybeate spring* tomorrow afternoon,
round trip 25 cents. The train will
leave the depot promptly at 2 o'clock.
All of our neighboring counties are
organizing Demccratic clube to swell
the majority in November. The Dem-
ocracy of Christian county will not be
behind. 4
Mr. Hanson Penn Nita received a
telegram from Cynthiana Friday stating
that his brother-In-law, Mr. Noe Dills,
recently a citizen of this county, was
very III.
G. M. smith who was recently ap-
pointed baggage master at this place has
beeti made Hall Road agent at Provi-
dence. Slaughter ()Ivens of Madisori-
villetakes his plasm here.
There have been four mules of small-
pox reported to the authorities at Mush-
yule, Tenn., and two physicians arrest-
ed for not reporting cases which came
under their notice.
It is a sad but singular incident that
crape should hang from the doors of
two Hopkineville banks at the saute
time, and that too on the fourth of July.
Our joy is tempered with sorrow.
Mr. J. J. McKnight, one of the lead-
ing farmers of south Christian, was
married Wednesday afternoon to Mies
Allie Lyle at the naiderice of the bride's
uncle, Mr. B. 14 is, of New Providetice,
Madisonville Times; John Davis, a
painter of Earlington, was shot while in
the paature limiting for his cow, last
Monday afternoon. The cause of the
shooting is unknown. The perpetratrl
of the deed has not yet been found.
All unknown man jumped on a pas-
senger train at Edgefield Saturday even,
frig thibititig that it would stop at the
machlue shops at the outskirts of the
city. As it dj I not slack up he attempt-
ed to jump (dr, and received ii juries
from which he died Sunday night.
Wyatt Watt was tined one cent aid
maul by Judge Brasher Thursday for
using insulting language to another col-
ored person.
Mrs Bennie, site of Mr. Samuel Mc-
Kee, died Iii Clarksville, Sunday. She
resided near Longview. The remains
were brought to this city for interment
Monday afternoon. Mrs. McKee bad
many friend. throughout the county
litho will be sorry to teem of her sud•
den death.
'rue passettger train which pesters
here at 5 p. ni had a party of Mammoth
Cave recut-sionista on board Toes lay.
At Pembroke the loom:votive brake
down and the train was deleyeJ an
hour, and arrived at Guthrie jumbo time
to enable them to make connection.
Mr. Wm. Cowan has astruclateal
himself with Mr. Ir. L. Ellis and they
will handle grain under the firm name
of Ellis & Cowan. This makes a very
strong team. Both are gentlemen of
wide popularity and years of experience.
They will see that Hopkinsville does
not lose her reputation as a grain
market.
'rite ansiouneement of Mrs. Dunker-
son's death in the last issue was prema-
ture, and we regret very much that we
were misinformed. Mrs. Dunkerson
was very ilit at that time aid passed
away Thursday night at lp o'clock. he
has been a great suprer (pr the past
two years; The funeral services will
be held to-thy at the residence of Capt.
Beard. Interment at the city cerre-
tery.
Daniel Carter, one of the most suc-
cessful farmers of Chrietian pounty,
died at his hotue near Sit. Elmo, Sun-
day, in the thirty-ninth year of hie age.
His death was very sudden and unex-
pected, none of Ids friends having been
apprised of MS illness. Mr. Carter was
universally respected, and his honest,
upright life had won for him a host of
friends. The remains were brought to
Hopkineville and interred in the city
cemetery Monday wonting.
'I'. H. Foster, a young man who came
here from last winter, and was
in the employ of C. ilaukine, seyer:
at tulles from tills city, left for parts uu-
known Wedneaday night, having robbed
Mr. Hankins of a tine gold watch and
several suits of clothee- lie owed a
number of people borrowati money.
He had Laken 41a from Joe Moberts.
He Is about 28 years old and stutters.
Ile is supp toed to have gone to Nash-
ville, where he has friends.
Samuel E. Pryor Jr., formerly a resi-
dent of this moutity, died at San Antonia,
Texas, 'Thursday, of consumption. He
was in the twenty-third yeer of ilia age
and had Leen living on ralich in Teems
for some time past, hoping that the
rough ranch life would prove beneficial.
His brother, Mr. R. U. Pryor, had
started with hint for Iris home in Owens-
boro. He was a young inail of sterling
worth, oh moral habits, of exemplary
chemist. 11 Is premature death is deep-
ly regrew(' by a wide circle of friends
The remains were brOUg!it to Oils city
for luterinent . Funeral servioes were
held at the Episcopal church Sunday
evening.
In commenting on the Ohio Valley's
revelet determination to give Ilitpkips•
tulle geol Lisa* the ilisite, the Tele-
pitta's says. "Though the builders of
the 0. V. should receive double the
SUM promised them from Cadle mid
HopkInaville, would even such an
amount from a rival company compert-
sate them for the loss of honor and in-
tegrity? We think not. We had
staked our last summer's hat 011 the 0
V.'s integrity, but it deceived us, and
we are now led to exclaim, in the lan-
guage of Watt, the celebrated writer of






ytesn ett:ta;taw s flt4eire., heti,*.  ;
NashvillesDemocrat: Organisation of
the Bowling Weer) Northern railroad
has been affected. John it Oehler; was
(shown chairman, with Nerge Clark u
aeuretary. Foll oving are the directors:
Proctor Knott, J. H. Wilkerson, Hunter
Wood, Hugh Barclay, C. G Smallhouse,
C. U. McElroy, M. A. Crump, Wm.
Matthews and J. D. Hines. Mr. Mc-
Elroy is preparing a petition with
twenty-live signatures, as re eired by
law, to the roonty judge to subedit the
prOpeeltion to Warren,* citions to sub-
scribe siao,soo to the road. There has
been $20,000 already subscribed by indi-
viduals. The nezt meeting will be 011
Friday night next, when _ars election of
officers win be held,,/iiisP 1B,pOeed that
the vote be submitted to the people of
the county on the 15th Of August.
Dr. B S. Wood Is quite sick of erhyp-
etas.
A rabid dog wits killed in Elkton Sat-
urday.
A little child of the Rev. J. W. Bit.
ham is very ill.
Willie Cowan has taken a position
with J. W. Richards.
The Adams and Cayces will hold a
frailly reunion at Hargis' bridge !to-
day.
The firm of Bottles & Snoddy, photog-
raphers, has been dissolved by mutual
consent.
H. L. Holt and wife have sold to Polk
Crosier a number of lots on Elm street
for $1,000,
Sanford W. Abbett, an old citizen of
llopkinsville, died July 3rd, near
Waco, Texas.
The heavy rants in the vicinity of
Lafayette have greatly interfered with
wheat threshing.
Lee Johnson still wears hie arm in a
sling. Ile its attending to his duties and
will soon be all right again.
A. 1'. Smith, for some time the bag-
gage master at [hie point, has taken a
position with the Weetern Union at
Chicago.
Clarksville haa gone to declaritig her
mud holee nuisances. Heavens, just
think of the work before the city ! Roll
your hills into 'en, neighbor.
A paragraph t is going the rounds of
the press to the t ffect that in the event
of Cleveland's re-election Dan Lamont
will be made Secretory of War.
The Tobaeco Leaf says that Brown
Hail, the property of Ewell stock farm,
lii Tentiersee, has a trotting record of
2:17 14, and it pacing record of 2 :131,.
Geo. Dalton has been awarded the con-
tract for the handsome hall which the
Odd Fellows propose to erect at 'fronton.
The building will be a two-story brick.
Ten mile. of new steel will be placed
on the road bed Leta een this point and
Crofton at an early date. Already this-
rails are Will received anti distributed.
On Tuesday last Mr. James !Awn
and hid wife celebrated the 5711i anniver-
sary of their marriage. Mr. Littell is
85 years of age and his lady a lit le past
70.
We were in error lii Saturday's issue
regarding change in the firm of F. L.
Ellis & Co. The firm is the Bente end
COWaii is the wheat buyer with
them.
The &owing club mill give the first
of a series of deuces at the cave next
Friday night. A meet' rig of tnernbere
is called for Wednesday evening at S :41
o'clock.
Judge Winfree united the fortunes of
henry Itertnett and let is-de Lee in his
office Notiday morning. sable
lovers then took their departure smiling
end happy.
There was a political clique
Which caught all the offices &Nue,
But the people got *mole
Of this indolent clique
•ail then they sat down on 'em quique.
'rite Republicans of Christian county
will probably have a grand barbecue
in the near future. Foraker, Bradley
aud others will be inyited to address
the voters.
Jas. Cooper, of the firm of Cooper
Caneler, informed a Nett' ER• reporter
that they had been recently offered
$1,000 for their eaddle end harnese littree
John Botoe.
A private telegram yesterday after-
110011 aonotinced tile death of Mr. Sam
l'ryor In Tests. His remains *111 reach
here Sundry evening and be buried In
the city cemetery.
11 r. W. W. Vivi*, of Lafayette. has
taken a position with Jones A Co. Mr.
Fuqua la a 3 oung 111411 Of 11101 loodoess
abl.Ity and will prove a valuable acqui-
sition to their force.
Misses lentil and Hattie Bouiware
gave • party Tuesday night in honor of
their gueat,Miss Mabel Wood. Refresh-
ments were served and the young people
en joyed themselves "immensely."
Owen Sullivan, a typical ' paddy"
from near Fairview, tilled himself with
mean liquor and got locked up as a con-
sequence. Thursday morning he paid
the city $5 00 and proceeded to get drunk
again. Ile was again taken into custo-
dy.
0ne of the work house prisoners says
he has no Idea of trying to escape, for
at the end of Ns term he proposes to
marry, and be does not want to rim the
risk of in additional sentence. Ills true
love is waiting patiently.
Tile attention of teachers, who apply
to the County Hoard for certiticates of
qualidcation is called to the fact that
they must wine provided with station-
ery for the examination and be prepar-
ed to pay the examination fee of $1.
F. 11. Hlt.511411•W, CO. Supt.
Young man, never preserve a love
letter. The sweets keep slowly ebbing
out of it until it gets to be its stale as a
fourteenth-century witticiern; and then
like as not your wife will get hold of it,
and go and tape ail the Faris green you
were PaYilig for tte potato bugs.
Of the sixteen applicants for teach--
era' certificates before the board of ex-
aminers of the common schools, Satur-
day, eight obtained eecond-clees certill-
eates with en average per centage of
f7 foor third-clasi certilicatee with an
average of 65, and four failed to pass.
Luke, the faithful old horse which has
been in the express service for the past
two years, died Monday. He was a
very tine animal, standing 17 hands
high, and weighing 1750 pounds. Polk
(Angler says lie was the most lotellect-
ualttorse that ever lived in Hopkins-
chi
le,
An exquisite portarit of Helen Keller,
the wonderful little deaf and dumb
blind girl of Alabama, Is the frontis-
piece of July Wide Awake. Other de-
lightful things too numerous to men-
tion. All for 20 cents. $2 40 a year.
I). lothrtip Company, Publishers, Boss
ton, Mass.
The Clarksville bar uelebrated ii
annual totirth'of JulY pleate yerterttay.
The usual amount of liparlty hreyallfel.
Among the .L11.01.1[41404
eitt were, Chief Justice Peter Toruey
and aluprerne Judges D. L 'Snodgrass,
W. C. Caldwell and H. H. Lurton, and
the lion. Jas. A. McKensie -Clarks-
ville Democrat.
Miss Pattie Albite, one of the most
popular young ladles of Clarksville,
died of typho-malarial fever Tuesday.
She was raised by Mrs. Samuel Rexing-
ton, and graduated from school only
few days since. Mrs. lAurtoh, of Allen's
switch, In district 14, Is reported gyring
Of cancer of the stomech. her late lips-
baud wikg a very ppoimitient fsrmer.
The Nicw Etta has knewil for some
time Wet the Uoinruervial Club had un-
der cunsideratioti the organisation of •
etock company for the erection of a fine
hotel in ilopkinsville, but It has thought
it hest to renartin silent upon the subject
until the plans had sufficiently matured
to make the matter public. A commit-
tee has been appointed to visit the lead-
ing 1•Itizens of time city and solicit sub-
scriptions to the stock of the enterprise.
This committee has met with ericot,,.c.
atigieTeei7o11;rfearuir. offs! tpi. Lido blAt.4"tis:tate4: 611414
d
!
mess men o( the city will be interested
in the Matter- A Ifoot-I hotel is alt 111-
e$itution which ilopkiiiaVide had long
needed. There hiss never beee fs build-
ing here ad. (plate to the demand's. The
propcsed building will be large 81111
C0111111110‘110UP, &MI there Is no doubt but
it will be a paying investment from the
start.
The hand quarriu are now in opera-
tion.
Seventeen horses are in train tig at
the driving park.
Go to A. G. Bush for Woo; and shoes
and save money.
Wheat fertilizer and bone meal at Juo.
R. Green it Co's.
Dr. A. P. Campbell has been quite
sick tor the past two days.
Dr. B. S. Wood has recovered from
an attack of erysipelas.
Foe RUNT-Nice residence on South
Main Street. Apply at this office.
W•STKO, ROCKBRItalliKka-At 30 etc
per yard. Apply to A. B. Howard &
Co., ilopkineville, Ky.
The local ireight train Is d.sing a very
large passenger business between title
point and learlingtott.
Guy Duncan has reeigued hie position
with A. U. Bush and Mr. Wallace War-
field has accepted the position.
Prof. J. B.Fitzliugh has been re-elect-
ed principal of the Church 11111 acade-
my. An honor worthily bestowed.
The Hoosier Force Feed Fertilizer
drill is the beat hmi the market and for
sale only by jot). R. Green &
Lost.- In Ilopkinsville. July ard,
hyperdertnic syringe, in metallic case,
Return to this office, or Dr. Hickman.
"The freight business is improving
every day," said Mr. Alexander, the
gentlecuairly agent, to a New Ems man,
Tuesday.
LOST.-Vol. 1, Metcalfe Kentucky
Reports, property of H. Wood. Please
return to this office or to Otho Ander-
son, attorney.
Mr. Robert Gary's little boy, Claude,
died of flux last Saturday night. The
parents have the heart • telt sympathy of
their neighbors.
All styles of buggies, pl.retone, car-
riages and spring-wegosta--with har-
ness to ettit-at Jno. R. Green & Co'e.
Cheapest place in tow
The Ile:tiler-eon News says that the
negro rapist, Braxton, shot by officer
Turner while attempting to break jail,
is gradually lotrellig vitality- Ile call
not live more than a few days.
Jelin Galbreath's cavil drawer was
robbed Friday night of all the pennies
which hail beell left in it. The thief ef-
fected an et trauce by raising the lion
gratieg to the cellar.
Clarksville Tobacco Isar: Jantee L.
Glenn, Jr., has holight the grocery store
of his brother, R. W. Glenn, and will
conduct it It, foture. "Dick" started
for the West yesterday arid will select a
place apd lovely there.
A little fellow appeand on the streets
Wednelulay holding in his arms a large
white crsne which by write means be
had captured. De was hollowed rotibd
tow n by boys a Ito were aunt so fortunate
48 to IMieseell a crane.
On Tuesday nioroitig last there was
left in the front window of the ticket
office at the depot a black silk umbrella
with a gold spherical head. The party
who refuoaed it will be rewarded if same
Is returned to this ghee.
Joho S. Logeden, formerly rail road
agent at this point, has been af pointed
aseletant superintendent of the .ash-
yule A Florence division. Mr. Logeden
was a great fevorite with the people of
Hopkinsville, who rejoke In his pro-
motion.
Several young ladies In Bowling
tirren are very sick at pre•efit from eat-
ing ice cream, 'rile cream was poloolied
through the milk. which haul brel)11111
decompueed by Insulin/ It around In hot
weather in mom Young man, paste this
on the outside Of )011r list 111 letters large
enough to be mien tip at the text block.
A model housekeeper tell. how to
melte bedrooms cool in the hottest
weather. Break a couple of pounds of
lee, put into a 1...ag and raising the w in-
dow suspend the bag lit the bre. z
Ilifferreice will be felt lit ten mintitee.
Thus at a slight exoeitee a good olglit's
rest may be secured.
This city will have a heavy law 8114
011 its hands first thing it knowt. *y-
ens' nights this week there have been no
red lights put up to warn late travelers
of die large stone piles ott Virginia
street. What defenee could the city
make if someone 'hook] bring suit for
injuries sustained through this negli-
gence.
IdoEloces Wine of Cardui is for sale

















The Advance thresher, sold by M. ('.
Forbes it Bro., of this city, scored afi
other tritiruhli Wednesday. Messrs
(MI 4 Gill, of Alletteville, proposed to
purchaeo the Machine which in their
judgment did the tett and cleanest work
In a run of one boar and forty minutes.
The Advance and the Hyman, the lat-
ter sold by an Evansville Arm, entered
the lists. lite contest as stated above
resulted in a victory for the Advance
machine which was purchased by the
gent,eruen.
Otte of the moot comical sights it has
been the fortune of the reporter to wit-
ness was a fight between a bull pip arid
a heavy Newfoundland 'Invade), even-
ing. 'rho conivality of the situation
way hue undertow], when it Is known
that both dogs were muzzled. After
growling at each (Atter for a few mo-
ments the bull dog made an attempt to
grab his antagonist by the throat, but
w hen he found lie could not open his
mouth, Ills astonishment only equaled
that of the Newfoundland when he at-
tempted to get the bull's head in his
mouth. After several vain attenipt• oui
the part of eatli to chitty uu. the otier,
they lay dawn ta intiehker to isau41.
workiki Is blAt4 Irgi144 1110i to
side, and tcleti to get his µoriole up' with
ltie It/recent, tort (ailed , theft he walked
ose,.to the other dog mid tried to pinch
his ear. This resulted disastrously,
for the big dog rooted iiitu under the
Ain in lutral that it 'mole lila teeth erat•k.
Then they had a wreatling match and
the bull was thrown down and sat up-
on. Then a spell of growling was in-
dulged In and more attempts to bite.
Alter about till' ty minutes of titile
work, the fight was (Ira:11at:et], • grew,
and each one weht wiy iceikine as if
they rokiid §Ay, wall till next
September wheu this Inuazle conies off,
and then Pil lick the everlasting day-
lights out of you,"
Marriage Wrests.
Minoe our last report marriage ileetiset
have been loaned to the following par- GoRmAN,s
ties
B. Y. Eager to Corrie K. Downer.
C. A James to Annie Hopson.
Geo. Lacy to Sarah Loaig.
C01.0111tD.
W tu. Caldwell LO Sissy Ittilin.
Jam. Hopson to 1(le
Win (4.teenR.biktry to vieorgia
'luiiiay to My,sina
iienry 1:turnet4 to Levesere toe,
AN leglialt Harker.
kvausvi Ile Tribusie ;
The Republican eatadidete for vice-
preettlent is a mender of the banking
house of Morton, Rose & Co., L mini]
How can the Reputrilt au party ax pest
the !Rho,. vote of this country to sup-
port Harrison and Morton, ste hen out. hi
hi favor of the Cilineee cheep labor MI111
the other an English battler Y
• •  ••  •  
Preferred Locals.
.1.1•10, .1•101•••••
WHEAT! A' II EAT'.! WHEAT!!!
We have all order for 50,000 inialiels of
wheat See ste before selling. 10,0(0
sacks free to those who sell to us.
WHILKIA11, MILLS it CO.
WANTED!
100 barrels, corn and 10,000 pounds
baled clover hay.
ANDERSON it TATE.
Cider, Pop, Seltzer and Blue Lick on
ice at Anderson it Tate's.
HONESTY!
All 101111.04 111311 Is the noblest work of
God. 5, it is with the furniture trade,
an honest furniture dealer is more to be
destinei now while money 14 scarce than
anything else. Our motto It
Holiest Goods at Hong Price:.
We will make times easy now though
by selling furniture so low that it will
be in the reach of all. Come one, come
all arid examine our immense stock of
furniture. We will give our best atten-
tion to everything intrusted to our care
in the undertaking line.
Respectfully,
THOM PSON it hicHEYNOLDS,
No. 10 Main et.
Hay, Corn, Oats, Bran and Chicken
Feed at Auderson it Tate's.
A full line of Solon
Palmer's perfumes, the




Feeling grateful to my many friends,
and to the old patrons of my predeces-
sor, J. R. Armistead, for their liberal
patronage and support, I desire to state
that they will always find at my Drug
Emporium every thing usually kept In
a first-class drug store, embracing fresh
drugs, medicines, chemicals. dye stuff,
artists material, toilet articles, combs,
hrualies, perfumery, stationary, etc.
I ant daily receiving fresh drugs, and
enlarging my stock to meet the wants
of every one who may favor me with
their valued orders. Country physicians
will find it to their Interest to favor me
with their orders, as I purchase strictly
for cash, getting a liberal discount by
so doing, and can therefore oiler them
special inducements. I have just added
to my stock a large rna complete line of
Lnytie's Homeopathie Pharmaceutical
preparation'', which I offer to Homeopa-
thic phyalcialis at the regular wholesale
pricee and guarantee satisfactiou. Ci-
gars and tobacco a specialty. l'reecript-
IOUS carefully compounded at all houra
by J. R. Armistead. (jive us a yell.
ttcgutzM LBAN111.1..
Limberger and Sweltzer Cheese
at Anderson it Tate'e,
The latest novelties in
writing pads at Gaith-
er's drug store.
Younglove's Lime.
ANDY-HSU \ it TATE.
We keep a Beef Clipper and can cut
your dried beef as thick or as thin as
you might want it.
ANDERSON 4 TATE.
Buggies.
I have added to my stock of saddlery
an flames§ a foil ilne of buggies and
phaetons, which I offer at extra bar-
gains.
C. B. Webb
We Keep the Best.
All kinds rf Maudlin, Needles at lc.
each. Tbese are no "deltinet" auetion
lot, but the re-ry best. C E. WEST.










HOES, we have to suit you all,5
ATS to suit both large and small.H
YourpHileand Meta' can find to
E ACH thing you wear with perfect
ease.
RING us up, on the list you'll see
IIYER'S corner, number 15,we be.5
Remember our cost, sales still contin-
ue on Millinery and will continue until
the entire stock Is (Armed out. We need
the room and must have it quick. While
we say coot we mean anything the
goods will bring. They must b4 sold
out. Come aud be convinced.
SHYER'S Corner.
We have "nude arrangements with
Mrs. R. I. Martin, our former trininter,
to still trini all our hats. We will from
this day on trim all hats bought of us




John Moayon sells a better
class of goods for the money
than any house in the city.
His stock of
Dry hi, Clothing Booti
1311- 0=8
are first-class, and you may
depend on what "Honest
John" says. If he tells you





farm of 400 acres,about
8 miles from Hopkins-
ville, 150 acres in tim-
ber,2 miles from depot,
well wattered, dwell-
ing with 4 rooms, all
under fence, all neces-
sary out-buildings, two
large barns all in
splendid repair, farm
in a high state of culti-
vation. Will sell low on
easy terms.
Two frame Cottages
on Elm street, east side.
Rented for this year.
FOR SALE
At a Bargain.
A brick cottage with
7 rooms, also a frame
cottage. Both build-
ings on the west side of
Elm street. They are
rented to prompt pay-
ing tenants for this
year.
WANTED TO TRADE
Good paving property in this city for
Texas lands. CALLIS & CO.
FOR SALE.
A Todd county farm, 5 miles south
of Trenton, Ky., containing 239 acres;
75 acres in timber; adjoining the land
of Thos. Beasley, dec'd , Bart 'I'ally and
Thos. Webb. Thit land it located in
the best tobacco anal wheat section in
Todd (-minty. Improvements, a good
barn, stabler and tenement houses. We
wish to tell at once and will give a bar-
gain.
Fire anti Tornado Insurance written in
firat-clast Companies, and prompt at-
tention in case of lops.
Negotiating Loans a specialty with
U8.
We rent houses and eilllect rents, and
pay taxes for non-resIdenta. Come to
see us if you want anything in our line.
" Canis & Co.and are being sold at
prices that only BAS-
SETT & CO. can name.
Merchant Tailoring.
•
If you want a first ekes suit of clothes
go to
for good yits, tom Imutsiniga aml well
umiaçu elooties he cannot be eurpriesed
anywhere. A litotee mock of foreign
WO domestic smiting* and troupering to
select from and prices resetniable. He
dou atrictly drat-churn tailoring arid the




No. 11 Seventh Street.
Mein street. Post-offit e building.









ing and guttering a
specialty. Call and ex-
amine goods and prices.
Mr. Thos. Heagerty





Grete and title 'omits!
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A. C. Shyer & Co.,
call your attention to their magnificent stock of
Men's & Boy's:Clothing!
in light and dark colors. Cheviots, Worsteds, Cassimeres, &c., in Sacks
Frocks and Prince Alberts.
E;-ui.iaartaelr Clic) tthEr
In Silk Pongees, Alpacas, Drap Dete and Flannels in all the latest
shades. We have the most complete line of
Ill\TDMECNATMA.1=t!
which we offer fully 25 per cent. less than value.
We have the Best 50c. Shirt in America!
SE! OUR-
Striped Balbriggari Underwear at : 50c.
Men's Seersucker Coats and Vests, $1.00
We are offering some great bargains in suits of which we have only
two or three suits of a kind left. These we offer
At $3.00 to $5.00 less than Value.
also the largest line of STRAW HATS in the city at low prices.
A. C. Shyer & Co.,
Glass Corner. Glass Corner
SO HE SAYS!
A friend of ours, who is a locomotive engineer, says that
CO-CYR CCOM3PMTITCORIES
Remind him of an engine stalled on an up grade,
They Puff and Blow!
But they can't get to the top. There is the whole story.
"VV.€5 C.ret r1/13.(3i.45
We get there quietly and efficiently, but oh, my: we can smile at the
criticisms of our method; at the denial of our claims, at
the slandering of our goods.
TASTE THE PUDDING
For it is chock full of plums, and the proof of the pudding is in eating
Come and See Us.
My name is familiar to all, and should you forget ask anybody and
they will direct you to
Ike Lipstine9
No. 22 and 24 Ninth St.
Caldwell & Randle, I
-DEALERS IN-
Stoyes, Tinware, Glassware Clad, Goods
hiking ad Dalai Work.
Repairing Neatly and
No. •M.
aptly Done. We "troths only pazdas Im Non Who asAa all loads
lialvanised Iron Work. -
Meth troot. 331Lorkg nareri.11•7 3C•xatuclr7
THREE WONDERFUL
Sowilla lachilies.
TOE NEW BINGEll Al TOM 41T-Ills
sitigie Thread . It itun• with • Beseths
TINE NNW 1111/1111:1EK VINIKAT11411.
Nor. mislern, Iighterrniining wed simpler
than any other.
THE NEW 1111141MIS oaria.i.ar•et,
Sclentlically and 'mechanically perfeet.
()prices xvievtviivitv.
TN! SIIIIMR MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Ev•itsVILLA di UaIrlitiLifaa D•11.11 Pa051111
The Light D t Shilasas7
.4116. 2.7 3C SI '1" M I 24'
J.B THOMPSON Nemeses
XP N ASH 
Will tease Itsammille f cassettes daily
szespt Sunday, at e o'sleek, • ma,, nativis m,*
coasectioim with the 0..1. IX. IL. R.
Illeturuing, lea es Chamiton daily at Slap
m., Sunday exempted, sad Oweerkesee st Sp.
81111.6T Tin CAME
Uses Rviesvilbe Is. m. Whorl
Lessee °wombs,"  6p. B. sear;
pi:=1;rfor resod trip oil Ilimeday, but no'ri
Mores parsbeese Ivy tlesteweed
BYRNES A Sit TDZIL. krauts
Livery and Feea
-STABLE,-
T. L. Smith, Prop'r,
Hopkinsville, - - Hy.
1 
amid roomy Mader d amd adapf• bocommoda
5,144= horses Special siasmatitee gives 40 furnish
rg synod Warms aad vablaldia la M1 Unary (mama
Jos oboes consesters emsarrobess.
ANNOUNCEMENTS.
rou gauntry.
we MIL AUTHORIZED To ANNOL k
MOSES WEST,
ass candidate for sheriff of Christian county.
Llectu.s. era Mosday in August, t.
WY. A RS al7TlionIZen Ti) •NNOUNt
D. O. firttEY,
ishers:Ausuida: efia,r iswaheri.Faus,of eAulabooristilaton coubtsteastyiwitell
cif Use Republican party.
for Judge Common Plies 00Mr1.
W AU( A UTHDitiZID To ANSOVSKI
JOHN W. PAePHERSON,
a candidate for the °Moe of Judge of Um CANIS
of Common Pleas at the August election.
WE %RI AUTHORIZED 'TO •NN2401.7111CX
JAMES BREATHITT,
as • candidate tor Judge of the Court of C•0.1
MOO Ileac subject to the steno& of ale Republi-
can county ounvention.
i.e Comotablo
WK ARE AUTHORIZE!) TO •ismOtTecill
GEORGE G. BRADLEY,
Caadlil ate for Constable I. the Hcpsdessalle
District. ilectioe 1st Monday to •egast.
imErrxwiErmara
Female College
WWI sumies will epee •Ub\UST V. Mt, wit%
a full ?wady npeedegrelles to papas dealrtag





te oas n of mtm• moos alio begin, °tuber
lstss 1 here are 11111C1100111 giving lustros-
tom in Literature, fleuisce. Agriculture.
neering. Pharmacy. Medicine and Lam. Ow.
partmeste all thoroughly ecitillifed LOMIWOW
rie ated and healthful For r•iatalhaple appie
VailaRLIC. I.L. ii. Cludirman
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One fine two-honie spring wagon,
manufactured and guaranteed iirst-
elites by C. W. Dueber,
Ky value   5100 t
A Sae breech.loatier shot-gen, value TS
One Improved Five Drawer Family Sin-
ger sewing Machine, with all attach-
mente  la
one "White" Sewing Machine, finest
make, four draw ‘rs. all attaehtuents,
sold and warranted by 1. E. Wee*. HOp-
kinsville, Ky.. value,. • ... 50
An elegant sat olkfgenitare„
bureau and witilit-stillid. Ohl by Theverp.
sae A McReynolds, Itopkinevi le. ani en
exhibition at 'heir store, value
A handsome stem-winding geld watch,
or lady, value 
I Joao( pure raw base wheat fertiliser,
Horse Shoe bread. sold by J. U. Urevla A
o 45
C
A "Gale spring-Tooth Sulty Harrow am
Culti•ator,•' the bast °mutinied implement I
me, fain. 43
stem -er fog ce
rant. L. wis C
tIrstrora easjiLird., twitci
Tenn., value  35
A good family 000kiag atom with fall
set of vessels, coal or wood, value  $111
Suit of Clothes  10
(Me Lovell Waahiag Machine, with
bench and wringer, vassal. 
A copy of Rand, MeNaM A Co:'s Bnsi•
nesa Atlas at the Wostil, valued at
13
15
I ins MiallglitrirMagalll Wailliting Machine,
votes., . . 1,4.4  le
Dry Goods  10
An elegant edition of the Child's Bible,
haroy and substantially bowed, and
a in eglislable boat for old meows
vat
Drage 
Booth's Manual of Domestic Medicine,
prw..e.... . ....... . 5
dome Libras", Cyclopedia  S 00
Elegast Large Album  el
A Patent Buggy-shaft Holder  1 40
Premiums to be added
•
Total  ALVA
Keerreelserlher MUM W =ALT RIM Ita•
for sae year. at 4140, gets one ticket. S u b.
acribers to the Tai-Wastatr , at .1.00 a year,
get two tickets, or for mx montha, 51.00, one
\sa ticket Pspers Mopped Wass stadiseriptuis





NNW lingua CS Sped Ilpriski
P42.8TAT.,Ait ire of, I!
SOUTHEAftai& SOUTH
TRIllOt'GR .yoorft1.8 from above cities to
Naeh•ilts • ad Cisastaaoomsanktag direst gas
sections with
' 1='12.11m.a.rs. &lac ni Cara
Per Atlanta, Savannah. Madan, Jackson•ille,
sml points he Florida.
-Pagiallithillga see snub at Guar* ate Men-
ille all poists
NORTH, EAST, SOUTH & WEST
  la Puttees Paisea Cara.
F M IR S tri 7 4;7'4r=irreC.1V -t hoist, ' Y fie nets. weal,
fy 6. IP &T. A.
Agerlis -W"aRt el il the Peleet-,TL .,.••ri gAiggei od-
e erys owe to
. vents& i. • s, noels'
ev•nee I 'tee, and
celebraie4 aherever
k »owe. Immo. sad
I be.r Pies ti. It g spore
use ro heg.
1. r se.vaistaire than in this
agerey. Farm owners
wimi ibe abet of
iroilontireit icy
ea; tr.
akar. east pereh. chi al
Ma lowed whet 'NW la
ga days, wiatoMic-teres In settleMent or in-
. ehipsampio washer, on trial, un libera'
terms. IS rite for terticalare




_Threniar & R. R. Co.
1101.:TM BOUND.
Mail. Mixed.
Leaves trwenehore   I:•o p, m. COO a.
Leaves Ceotral City  4,11p. 9:30 A.
Amens at ltrieselteMille. WO p. mt. 1:15 p. m.
Leaves Russellville •  4114.11. a. m.
tia.40 p.
Arrives at Adalrville  t 11.00 a. a.
30 p m
MORTM BOUND.
LIMV011Adairville  it.). a rm.
/tie a.in
Arrives at Russellville  tit p m
/4.00 p. ni
Loaves Samenville a.m. cis a. se
..eaves central City 11 IS a. K. 1.5o p.
dIrrteea at Owensboro 10.45 a. ni. 4,45 p. viz
.1 T HARAHAN.Gen. Man'gr.




The Finest and Largeet Hotel in the City.
itate• 1112.60 to $4.00 Per Day,
Aecording Rooms
Turkish and Rueslan Baths in Hotel
0
 The HTTITER,s' GUMS is
Mooed Simon and Sept.,
emelt rear. It te an ency-
clopedia of useful tnfoo.
=Moon for all who pur-
chase the herindoe or the
necessities of life. We
mm elotho you and furnish yen with
all the neceSea: y and unnecersary
switianeet Se ride. walk, dame*, aleep,
eat. tlib, hunt, work. go to church.
or atafereMeoligill freeposa Awes
stffe‘ is., law. HSI" out
what .3 tti luieed to do all these things
COMFQ , yeti yoit enn makips reps
oett vail isa ot Um WHY MUM
GrILIT ,. ab w:11 is mot Lyon
rismapt of 10 cent.' to .pey p,istaga„
MONTGOMERY WARD a CO.












This powder never v•riee. A marvel
y, strength and w heleoome nese More
1 kat than the ordinary tin is. And cannot
in etimpe011os Wit. the multitude ot
short weight alum or phoophate powders.
mie :meows. ROVA1 Heinle POIIIDIR
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Sis POLL CORPS OF PROFESSORS
ANOKTEACHERS IN
DEPARTMENTS-
1 Ls ger •Olig-Roglisti, Latin,
I trench, urt German
I. fact afiet--blebtitl, Moral, and
3. Siousaitnisio-Applied Maitheinstiee.
4. U01111111110S-Comme MD,
dial Arsalluoilie, and Roo WIC
5,„ NOILWAL l tit '1•SM-4 4,
fcr tlau I Millboiltion of U1 expect
/ -Theory and rraetiee of eaefflna,
Methods, Graded Schools, School Government,
School Amusements, Teaeher's Inentutes,
/ ii, I' ...... TORT •ND Pala ANY
) Reading, Spelling, Writing. lieograeto
aloha. *W.
7, MUSIC and Arr.
8, TwO LITIasitY SOcirrIal-Easay
m/. Declamation, Kigcitstion *Ad Debating.
9, Daily Readinreliel Writing Serlerewe
i pupils in All Departments.
Is Woe& the College challenges
with any . other first-claee college
monthly esteems mai to pawns@ ano
floWelexe. adulation to the Study
Seca/Won Rooms. Yoeng ladies
the Preisetent in college budding. Young
tlemen in pri•ate families. Pupds
4c hoot on the Ist of January. ISOet, and
ii.g until the elme tit the lemma in.Itine.
i recite`, Otte Ingath'il Illitital tree. Tailor
leave. Ter further peetieulere.
Ittc. addrees JAYNE* E. i•420WE
ereeidewt.
Pref. M. L. LI rscoms,
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Crofton Items.
Cinovros Kr., July 9th.-Bev. Mr.
Lamb, oi the Methaliet church, organ-
ized a elpirch at Flat Rock one night Wet
week.
II. B. Long, of the revenue service,
speist the Hie with his father's failtily
A. It. bung ()tour town.
A tramp passed here Friday weal ing
a plug hat that would have done honor
1,4 a city dude. _'s; balance of his
paraphernalia bet eittei a regular
seamp.
Miss Julia ibbott, of Mt. Vernon,
Intleis Visiting him Nouse, of our toWn.
'Ian Lanier, of Nashville, spent a
few days last week with relatives here.
Mre. Lynti and children, of Emporia,
Kangas, have been spending several
da) with the family of V. c. clerk.
Ulm Mere Rudd, of Union county,,
in returaing Itimeao troll) Mammoth Cavil
stepped .11 here to see lief triends last.
wt ek.
Prof. Sherman Rogers lett here Friday
for Kangas, carrying with him many
iviehee for success from hie friends and
amoelatee.
Rev. M. L. Pope will preach. the
funeral of Joahua C. Teague's children
the fifth Sunday in this month at the
old Coletnau place, ncar Norteneville.
Janine Illaulels, of Hanby's precinct,
had one acre of oats from which he cut
744 bundles last week.
E. G. McLeod, wife anti little girl,
Eariingtoe, are visiting relatives here
this week.
Ben Lacy was yesterday charged by
Judge Jackson two and a hall dollars
and the extras for an ordinary cider
display of patriotism here the etit.
Busi iteynoids diei at Morton'. Gap
Saturday night end his body wee
brought Imre yeeterday to be Listened
to-day.
Hon. T.. T. Brasher, your city, was
here on legal business yesterday.
C. A.
Calsky Fish-bar Joints.
Miss Grace Pollard Is visiting Mies
FlOfellee RiVelt at -Jordan."
Itlits. Asbury Reece loud himily, of
Hopkinsville, were gueeta Mrs..1,
It. Hard!, Friday.
Mitts AltIleg Moore, of Big Bottom,
Tenn., is visiting her sieter, Mrs. R. Ie.
Rive*, this week.
Missed Mary dienry ,and Minnie
Brooaugh went to Hadensville 'fueolay
to %lilt Mrs. Tone Smith.
Mieare Nelso and Wood, of Hop-
kineville, are being entertained by Miss
Annie Wartiele at "Waldemere."
The avy reins of the paat few
days have effectually put a stop to the
wheat threshing.
Capt. George 'tunnel, of the Air Line,
is foreman of seetiou 10, while Capt.
BUrtill is on his vscation.
Miss tiara Yerrie, of," Willow Brook,"
was the guest of Misses kmma and
Mottle l'hompson last week.
neva. Brent and Dorris began a pro-
traeted meeting at the Chrestian church
in Pembroke, Sunday, July eth.
Walter Wardeld, Jr., made brief
visit to friends in Guthrie ( e) last week.
A tbunder-boit during Saturday
ni4pit's storm killed a tine young geu-
deism eow, the property of Casio-
vrinfree.
Tommie, eldest son of Mr. and Mrs.
James Coombs, died suddenly July ist,
of congestion of the brain.
Capt. John Willis and daughter, of
South Christian, were st the station
Monday afternoon,
1.0. Whi takur liaa eabbage pi AO t
ia his garden which measure@ seven
foot in cirolleaferettee.
P. U. Dalt sold and delivered his
crop of wheat Illaturda7 tA & Co.,
of this place. The %heat wits dry and
very good.
Miss Mettle Thompson will attend
the series of meetings at Pembroke this
week. She will be the guest of her
brother, Mr. G. W. V. Thompson.
Farmers Are now busy harvesting the
oats crop. Theist was a larger crop of
oats 'own in this couuty ads season
than tor many years previous.
Mattie Bolles, James Bleckner,
114noLIzzle Caotrell, Mrs. Sue F. Oats.
ChM. Evans, Mrs. Green. Mar-
garet Kerr, Mias Agnes Leavell and
Hannah Willson have letters which are
advertised aa unelaimed this month.
Ceske- le rapidly coming to the front
as a entailer ream, and there are a
large number of summer boarders here
already, mveral froui distant &ties.
This itscarity is noted for ite beautiful
and pleasant home*, and that together
with pure air, splendid mineral waters
and delicious fruits, furnish every com-
fort a pleasure-eeelter could wish.
OLD KENTUCKY.
LaytenivIlle Laeonics.
Lareontsvieer, July 9.-The singing
echool at Forbes' ischool 'muse lies been
diacontlaued and will be carried on at
the school house at this place. There
eeenis to be a craze here for singing;
Capt. Sam Fruit, who has not looked
at a note book for twenty-live years,
can be beard calling over the notes of
the common chord almost any time dur-
ing ahe day, end J. J. Shaw wants to
"ling leer Saret Jones the next time be
maids it tour etrough Kentucky.
Waiter Lacky has opened a grocery
and dry goods house near here on the
Butler road.
The candidates gave this place the go
by. It will make no difference, as the
people will vote for Mosie anyway.
Farmer, being busy there was • small
torn out Saturday at the primary, but
Capt. Ellie will get a rtnieitig vete in
August.
Miss Ann MeColpin, from Goebel),
is visiting her sister, Mrs. Venable Car-
penter.
Mete Dora Satintlera left tut wc-ek to
Omit friends in the Church Hill neigh-
borhood. .
'flue ladies' lib, socieey will meet at
Vaughn'e grove next Saturdey evening.
Died, of brormaitia, June 19, 1S88,
M and its Itenitereon, aged AO }rare, only,
daughter of A. M . and Bettie illendeal
enn. From early childhood she was a
revetite eith OP' 11444, and her de-
sires snub ability to be karessable and
useful won the tuludratioa eed love of
all who knew her. Atte lied a oiet,
muting, retiring disposition ; industry,
frugality and economy were prominent
traits of her character. lier devotion
and attention to her mother were most
touchingly displeyed at all times. All
that medical skill could do Wag flume for
her, but she has left us; we Illigg her
cheerful voice and sweet swami arid
feel so lonely when we visit that once
happy home. God alone can comfort
the surviving ones here. 'file remorse-
lees disease that elided her life began
Re ravages a year before her death, but
he bore all ita pains with a sweetness
f temper and a heroic fortitude that
obbed death of Its sang.
Dear Handle, sweet he tby
For green will thy meteor y eer be.
Hut is little while *ad e, too,
ingibli lagonte again WILL thee.
-ewes •
Brace 1, p.
You are feeling depressed, your ap-
the is poor, you are bothered with
eadache, you are fidgistty, nervous,
nd generally out of sorts, and want to
rare up. Brace up, but not with
timulaate, spring medicines, or bittere,
hich have for their basis very cheap,
ad whisky, arid which stimulate you
r an hour, and then leave ou in
one oondition than before. What you
ant is an alterative that will purify
r blood, start healthy action of Liver
d Kidneys, restore your vitality, and
give renewed health and strength.
such a medicine you will find Elec-
tric Bitters, and only 541 cents a bottle at





:For the New Era !
A doubtanay have mitten tit the minds
of some as "to whether Dr. Field did
right in challenging Robert G. Inger-
poll to a discusaion of the Christian re-
Hiram through thei y4411131114 Of the North
Anieriean Review. Rut arter
the matter due consideration we are it:-
dined ot think that he acted wisely.
The nineteenth century is till age of
progress in almost every line, Mitt we
should try earnestly te have our opitilotis
beep pace with the advances of sterner,
to broaden our %dews gild free our minds'
front all prejteliee. We ought to re-
joice that [hinge are now measured by
etendards widely different from dame
set up in the slays when the Iron heel of
the Spanish inquisition crushed out
freedom of religious thought. Then a
free expression of opinion was punished
w1th death; now-In our country at
least-it is the proud right of every cit-
izen. Yet even now there exlats Un-
written law againet freetiont of speech
with regard to religioutu matters, and it
sends an enervating shudder of pious
horror through ua when we hear and
read tie- marmite that are matte upon
the faith of our childhood. But tloguia-
tient mtist yield to action. We must
not try to sruother the voiee of the ag-
nostic and the Infidel; we must rather
listen quietly to their arguments and
willingly hear all that they have to say,
anti then we must reason with them
calmly and endeavor to answer their
questionmwell knowing that if Christian-
ity and the idea of immortality were
born of God, they cannot be affected by
anything that men can say, but will
iltand as long as "deep aaswereth to
deep," and until the tides snail cense to
ebb and flow. But if Jesus Christ was
impoetor and the religion which he
taught a lie, we should like to know it,
even though we should feel a sadness
ineIpresalble.
Especially Importrint id It. that these
queritione should lie discuesed with lie
gerson, who is an exceedingly danger-
ous man. He is bright and w Iffy and
possesses to an eminent degree the gift
eit ridicule. From the platform, where
be has a tine opportunity to display his
dramatic talent, it is no wonder that hie
captivates his audiences. He has be-
come a favorite wills the mums who
have heard his leeturem and his witty
aayinge against Christianity are scatter-
ed like Ithe seeds of some poisonous
plant all over our fair land. Many a
young man has had his hopes for a lie
ture life and the principles instilled by
a mother's love rudely shaken if not
shattered by some of ingersoll'e caries-
tures of Christianity. As he knows
this to be the case it was entirely proper
for Dr. Fielia to throw down tlue gaunt-
let and for faith to cross swords with
agnootieism.
The two articles of Dr. Field and the
two teplies of Ingersoll lie open before
the woyiti and have been read by thous-
ande. The articlee stand for themselves,
and every one can form his own judg-
ment ail to their respective merits. We
ghat! only say, that In our opinion, In-
gersoll had rattler the better of Dr.
Field on several poiots, especially when
the former touched upon the question of
church emetic And just here it may
not be ont of place to say that narrow-
minded bigotry and the eat:lusty entam of
Various eborch creeds ore largely the
parents of that unbelief which Inger-
soll represents. But we are rejoiced
that Ode narrowness is dying
out before the enlightenment
of the present dam, and we
hope tamt we shall leern ere long that
we are all striving for the avue goal,
and that somebody will discover a corn:
bined route along which we may all
travel and be content.
We were glad when the man upon
whom dm eye. of the eiyilleed world
are lixe.1-.-the Christian seatestuan and
scholar whose field of view la so Wide
that lie Is at once the champion of the
eause of oppreased Ireland and the
mightiest defender of the IWO Of au-
thorship of the Homeric poseolmecatne
forward to tile assistance of Dr. Field.
Uefore the calm reasoning of the "grand
old ruani•the sophistry of Ingersoll fades
like the dew before the morning sun.
He shows Ingersoll up hi hie tree eol-
ors, and we feel that we shall now have
to borrow a microscope to gee him who
before appeared so doughty and defiant.
Mr. Gladstone strips the rhetoric and
egotism from the aglicutic's arguments
-if argumente they can be called-
and shows the elesolete unfairnese of
his statements. We shotild reasonebly
expect Ingersoll to hide his head for
shame and say no more, but like the
street Arab in a quarrel, he bobe up se-
renely, determined to baste tlie last
word. We have read hie reply careful-
ly and, while it contains paesages of
great beauty, we failed to lind muds
argument. C. C. F.
•
Their Business Booming.
Probably no one thing has caused
such a general revival of trade at Harry
B. Garner's City Pharmacy drug store
as their giving away to their cutitomers
of 60 many free trial bottles of Dr.
King's New Discovery for Consump-
tion. Their trade simply enormous
in this very valuable artiele from the
fact that It always cures and never dis-
appoints. Coughs, Colds, Asthma,
Bronehitis, Croup, and all throat and
lung diseases quickly eured. Every
bottle warranted. 60c. and $1.00 per
bottle.
•411,-
Bob Ingersoll need not grieve any
longer over thiat speech. He Wad not
responsible for the bad manners of the
people who had Invited huhu to address
them.
I Told Yon so.
Mr. E A. Ireland, of Breen, Phillips
ft Co., Naeliville, Tenn., says: I was
afflicted %Rh Pilea for twenty years,
and I tried every reniedy offered me;
aridity used the Ethiopian Pile Oint-
ment. It gave me lestant relief, anti
has effected • permanent cure." Sold by
all druggist.
"late sublime niageanitnity of hia in-
comparable greatness" Is what 'reinter-
rary Chairman Thut /ton says Mr. Bleier
displayed when lie declined to accept
the Republican nomination this year.
It was not fair of Mr. Thureton, how-
ever, to eruelt poor Mr. Blaine by the
pollysyllaidc splendor of lils tempeuitu-
otis oratory.
The Diadem know it.
Or If they don't they should know
that Mangum Hoot Liniment etiretfaiig
Head in inning for W . 'font, of
Adaireville, Ky. J. II. Mallory, of
Fort's Station, 'Fenn., cured his hogs of
blind staggers with it. In fact title
King of Linimenta invaluable for inan
and beast, and no family should be with
out it. Sold by all druggists.
A late Nepublican programme was to
norniiiate Depew and Harrison, aban-
don the "granger stetes," build a bar-
ricade of dollars along the emit bank of
the idisaisaippl, and ano.her just tioeth
of Mason and Dixon's lice, and then
let the Democrats rage hi outer dark-
ness. It wae a pictureeque programme.
1.
„ the Children. They are es-
‘01-(161C1 pecially liable to sudden
Colds, Coughs, Croup, Whooping Ceugh,
etc. We guarantee Ackers English
Remedy a positive cure. It saves
hoars of anxious watching. Sold by
H. B. GARNER. Ky
• -41•••.---
- The Atlanta Constitution indulges
the hope that this presidential campaign
will be a clean one, that there win be
no mud-alinging, and that a quiet digni-
ty will characterlee every proceeding.
Well, we shall see. A long acquaint-
ance with human nature leads us to sus-
pect that there will be a large crop of
opprobrious epitheta before the swallows
homeward Ily and the roees scattered lie,
Joseph Chevialkoweki confessed over
the grave of his uncle, Joseph lanno-
oaki, who had been found dead, dust
he had murdered his uncle witli the
hope that he would inherit some of the
old man's money.
The grand *duel at the Yalabtialia
county (Memo fair fell flown, carrying
with it ht•tween four hundred and five
hundred women and chiltireno No one
was killed, but 'lumber* were imerlonaly
gilellvb of Steve Dor-
sey impele the awful euepicion that per-
haps the nutlet/MI inthistrive of New
Melt het eoneitler theitieelveui Iwymid the
pale of protection. Or, niev be, New
Mexico is waiting for a certified ebeek.
Some thirty people at David City,
Neb., were poisoned by eating it...cream
in a restaurant there.
tearing down MI old gamblieg
limier at Winona, Mien., a trap-door
and vault was ditieovered. In the vault
were found a lot of old le Iles, loltAli
clothing and shoes.
Wm. Franke, a tobacco-purchasing
agent, for the German governmetit, wae
drowned Lear Bardwell, Ky., in crosses
ing a creek while lie was making a
hordeback tour of some plantations.
. An toiknown negro knocked down a
boy who waa plowing on the farm of
Mrs. W. A. Clark, near Owensboro,
Ey., tied him with the plow lilies and
rode off with the horses.
'1'lle mangled remains of James Mc-
Gill were found on the railroad track at
Evaiieville, Ind. It is suppoaed that lie
was accidentally killed by the ears.
The reyear-old son of Col. liannsford,
at Cedar Rapids, Iowa, thought a giant
firecracker was a roman candle, and
lora a hand in coastal uence.
J. W. Carpenter was instantly killed
anti C. II. Foote 'writers's' Hurt 11 by
the diecharge of a cannon in a s1111111 bat-
tle at Kilbourin WI..
So far as we have born able to observe,
the Republican presidential eampit'gn
hap consisted tip to the prettent time of
these features only :
Enthusiasm by John C. New.
aymeatily from James tr. Blaine.
Regrew from John sherman.
imialcation by Roswell G. llorr.
An indorsement by Elliott F. Sli • pent
A poem by James acniteonib Riley
One of the sickening features of the -
presidential campaign is the reappear-
ance of Roswell G. Ilorr. Some years
imo llorr was a professional inimoriet
and as stich was elected to congress.
His humor was not, however, of the
staying kind, and in 11884 his congres-
sional district in Michigan signified its
preference to be represented by another
man. Since that time Horr has led a
peripatetic career, lecturing In small
towns at cheap rates and posing as a
profound stateon in before peach-
growers and log-sawyers. The national
campaign fated; him the opportunity lie
has been pining for-namely, to air his
fat wit before the country at large. We
can tied a good deal of consolation, how-
ever, in the fail that he has been as-
signed to the New England circuit.
Now if we could plata Jay ilobbell on
the Pecine coaet there would be Do
doubt how the great tier of central atates
would vote next November.
When Baby wee sick, wo goes her Ciskei'',
When she was a Child, she cried Lir Castor*
When she became 11ms, she clang to Castors,
WIMP hei4 she gave them Canaria,
14415 Notes.
Laitaiii P. O.: July 10.-The candi-
dates spoke at East's school house Tiara-
day to a very good crowd. The opin-
ion prevailed that Hafibery and Breath-
itt were the orators Pt the day.
There will be a picnic and brandenee
at XasCo echool aatuelay, July
alst. Nverybody Invited i candidate,
will speak, etc. The managers are all
popular and ammiumodating gentlemen,
end they will all im their power to
make the affair a sacoms.
Mr. Johnson, of your city, failed to
materialize at West Mt. 4,•ar last Sat-
urday night, as antiouncid; houever,
the crowd was entertained by one of
Col. Roy Saltoonei masterly effort'.
Mr. H. Armstrong &lid wife were
visiting down this way Saturday.
The tobacco crop Is the earlieet ever
known in this section, iteveral farmers
baying already topped over their t•rop.
PILL V•eps.
AT pot say SPRINGS.
A ChiracterIstlo Betek of !tents feels
that Charming Resort.
Doyeser Seamitss, Tenn., July 5 -
As I have seen but one letter from this
cliannieg awl delightful resort in your
valued and Wilily esteemed paper, 1
thought $ few lines would hitereat your
large eircle of reeders. • Your subecrip-
don nitt here Is rapidly grewlirg. The
editor of the Sky fugle gets it in ex-
change, and Mr. Dridapple is talking
about oubtetribing for the weekly. How
shall begin to tell you all the wonder*
of this beautiful place? The air is se
Invigoratieg, the weter so pure and
healthful, the scenery so delightful, the
fare so sumptuotie, the people here so
genial and social, the opportunitiea for
fishing, boating, drivieg and other en-
joyment. so ample, the proprietor so at-
tentive, the clerks sud waiters so polite
and the general surroundings 6(.1 irre-
proachable stud unparalelled that the
wonder is that anybody will stay and
swelter in Hopkinsville of any where else
three torrid July days. We sleep under
blankets at night, as many blaiiketa
are iminfortable, anti open,' the (lays tin-
der tbe beautiful trees. There Is emu.-
thing In the very air that makes us
hungry, and Ilse thoughts of the deli-
cious tare whet our desire to relearn to
the table. But I cannot tell you every-
thing. You must come and see for
yourself.
Among those now here for the emu-
titer are Prince All Sin Foy and train,
Chine; Al Kali, Mee, Arable; Bag
Bang awl Yeddo; Admi Ruble
and wives, Borneo; Sir Ernest temps,
Birmingham, England; Jags Giblets
awl His Nibs. : Ben
ROD, l'ierre Etilont, wife
and daughters, Park, Franee; Senor
lastimo Potato mid Senora Potato,
Madrid, Smith; Pala Guitietie and
Italy; Mrs. A C. Dilly, San Fran-
cisco; M. Cohen, Jerumilent; E. Galla-
gher, Merced, Cal.; J. D. Clark, Saylea
Creek, Nev.; W. lo. Chandler, Illinois;
E. Plied, Stockton, Cal.; 1.etta Goe,
Galtaglier, Ireland; J. W . Howaid,
Auberry, Maine; Frank Glass, Jr.,
City of Mexico; S. Et Whitson, Selina,
Ala.; D. M. Thor-man, Sill Joaquin,
Cal.; W. F. McDonald, Topeka, Kan.;
II. S. Williams, Maderia islande; A. E.
Cameron, Missouri; John P. Long,
Dundee, Scotland, and hundred" of oth-
ers.
Private-Mr. Editor : Please be sure
to get this ie. The spriegs people will
appreciate it. They have treated me
real clever, and I am anxkitts to pay
them back. $verybody borrowed the
copy of your paper front the Skyfugle
office and read that other letter. It was
read in other places, too, becatiie It
made ever tio many come its these
springs. Send me some coplew of your
paper with this in it to give to all the
people here.
-04.11,0.- •
VS ‘,Ncys would enjoy your dInner
" and are preventodby Dya-
pepsia, use Acker's D3 spepsia 'tablet&
They are a positive cum for Dyspepsia. la:
digestion. Flatuleney and C'onstipatice.
We guarantee them. 25 and 00 cents.
II. B. Garner, Hopkinsville K y
•
The story that Gen. Harrison is a de-
ecendant of Pocaliontse was probably
started to capture for him the votes of
all the John Smiths in this country.
NEIGHBORHOOD NOTES
; I lendereon Gleaner ;
Col. Neel Glenn has oecured control
of the Madieonville Times, and will as-
sume charge 'text week. He is a niumt
energetic man mid deserves the lomat-at
Mr. Fratik !tart, alto lived elitint
three utiles (rem town, heir the ()write-
bore road, loot a bine mule from eunstroke
yesterday afternoon. Repent; came in
that numbers offrom parties stating
mules WO) hunter' died last week from
the great heat. Mr. Hart pent for Mr.
B. M. SandefIlf to doctor, Tsar lie got
there tee tate to save him.
The late I lie mobbing the ne-
gro boy for killing Ilitiwock are are
about these: The iiegro boy, anti oth-
ers, were hauling e heat 1 rom the shock
to the throatier, the boy doing the driv-
leg. In going atter it lead he throve fas-
ter than Hancock wautell him to drive.
Words passed, then blows, or a clueing
of the parties in the wagon bed, and
from the bed to Ore ground. the
struggle the negro boy drew his knife
and stabbed Ilarieock near the beatt,
who died In a few mintitee, The boy
was taken into custody, and an Inquest
held upon the body and the evidence
itearti. The boy was being brought to
the city by the proper authorities, when
they were overtaken and tile boy liting.
There is not a single feature in thls case,
takieg it out of the ordinary killing in
mutual affray, or In sudden heat and
passion and not in self defense. It the
'latticing of this boy by a mob can be
jima tied, then any ease of homicide may
be treated in the same way. The im-
portant question is, "How long can, or
will, the people of Iletelemon county
allow- such proceedings to go unpun-
ished?" It tide Wag the first ease of the
filed that had occurred le the county
the people would certainly be greatly
eirocked. It Is not the first, nor the sec-
ond case of the kind that has happened
in our midst. Whether or ttot It shall,
or will be the last, depends to a great
extent, upon the tacit sanction or rebuke
it receive.; et the kende of the people ot
the county, who influence public opin-
ions upon itueli
kajoANast VA.ce.\\. laighpls ist t1,137
thousands suffering front Anthem, Con-
sumption, Coughs, etc. Lid you ever try
Acker's English Remedy? It is the best
preparation known for all Lang Troubles,
*Old On a positive guarantee at 10e., We.
H. B. OsIRNRR. Hopkineville, Ky
Ms Crab ma a Babble Delver.
Ahem the coast of France, where the
Intel title is farmed by long atretches of
savolbanks lying between the high cliff
uplands, them used to be found innu-
freo•able rabbis, who made their burrows
hi the dry mina above high water mark.
They ran one hole into aeother, so that
the laba•rinth of undergroond passages
fremiently extended for several hundred
feet. rendering it next to impoesible to
dislodge the inmates in the usual manner
by dippins, a ferret into one of the holm.
For if this were done, the fenat would
simply drive the rabbita front one earner
of the network to another, where they
woold hide as soon AA they had evaded
Illara
The centinental poacher, ever prolific
ih devicee. knowing that the instinct of
dm grab will lead him always to deacena
in march or waiter, eleborated a aystion
of placing a bolt net at the mouth of
every hole he could locate. no matter
bow many there might be. Then taking
a dozen or tio jzotst sized crabs. lie fast-
ened about half an ineh of composite wax
candle to the center of each sliell, fixing
them 4'14 alioliali for Ns Paarae by
slightly netting the wax at the Dottoilii
and Olen prefein4 il tO the shelL These
piece.' 0( wax attunes he obtained from
the innkeepers anti lodging house keep-
ers in the adjacent coast town.
Ho then lighted the candles and turned
one crab into each of Oa- r»ain rims. The
crab juet taken from a damp plaoe iui-
medietely sought the lowest ground ie
I-the borrow, arrying his light along with
lam wheae light had never penetruited
before. Th militate frightened A I rilObt
to %teeth. rualied madly through the
tune to the mouths of the 1114N. tensing
pat Otte the bolt nets. and. hopelmely
tangling tie-um-Ives in the meshes. lay
pie:Oleg until the Kocher came and put
them pile of their tnimery. I have knoen
more thap tete hundred rabbits teken
from a single Ourrow at one hael. elle
the practice mot el so destructive to the
rablats that the French gt A ernment took
the matte; in hand anti subjected every
effemler eir e !wavy fine and iuiprtson-
inent.-W. la lama in Yotitliai Cann-
panimi.
A !Salutation In Northern Africa.
.4 Alm dist:Oleo ahead we overtook
mei Ismael it earavan heeled the same
way me were mane, and iny mon had to
go through the pr, axes of salutation, Axel
while I begrudged the time it took I
teeth! not but feel that the Moors would
emifer gteat boon upon enlightened
America they could only eome over
and introduce their form of sialotaltult.
couple of Americans meet. grab each
other', hands, end 3 till Wonder how
Pinch mutter they baie contracted to
Irani') in five naireba. An Englishman
mews a friend anti they pound iamb
other on the shoulder, while you look on
nervously, eaundering who will draw
first 1.91(511. IIICet and they
bal IA) iiamile tam, oilier, while 3-titi
off in a corner atul feel eick. Italians
fall Mt° each other's arnis and go into
convuleions. while you are bunting for
ehe doctor. The Portuguese book their
eitine utt'Y smell other's shoulders. as if
they wanted to fuel which pocket held
the etandkerchief; while Spaniards hug
each other. with tears stre-aming tiovrn
their cheeks, leaving 3 ou in doubt :114 tO
llly) hal iliSt died ; but the Anita when
lie Melina bis friend. advances toward
lam, they join liandmao firm 'treasure for
just a mill M ititolit a
grimace pr movement of the lips, raise
their own hand and touch it to their lips,
alying afterward: '.11'eleoine sight."
Tire whole tiling is done with dignity that
is thoroughly pettily, sold yet with a hint
of tentleniem that is nothing less than
beautiful. --Coe. Boston Tranieript.
Ednuisli Training In Toledo.
inteneo interetit in the liew work
itasl fire' to let NI I, intAlitilki us not to
interfere with tbe regular prosecution of
the intellectual or clam rot all work
mots r. .1ft, r sonic lieriMenting. the
twe lititte of work %tele Itartweliously
adjusted to (noel other. Boy' fuel girls
putts from their algebra ane history to
their drawine. wood earvnig or day'
neeleling. awl feint/ thuse again to geom-
etry anti Flattish lio•rat tire. with a hearty
bag fie nII. The girls in the domestic
economy del lirteltelt eon tlieir lfgild
lOkili4 suits, and preletre witli
ease. mid ;.:1141.1. such sotory end palatal oie
foirl would mollify the itioet radical
opponent tuf inthistrial training. III
short. there is ste•li Iiiinnonious blend-
ing of the useful awl the prateital with
the hasher intellectual culture, that thm
uupriatitlites1 olinerVer Heeds but to M-
aned the eerk ti• lo convincer! of ihe
reasonal.leness and greed utility of such
training. The IVIVItlitagell of the manual
department are open to none except
pupils of the Fielisaild. T11000 WII0
take the titatinal work th• the same
amount of mental work in the cla.as room
studies re those who liave no work in the
industi;MI demirtneeit.-Superintenth-nt
II. 11'. in in The Century.
A Ding and Its *citing.
l'folKlbly the Mast Curious ring in New
York is worn by the wife of a wealthy
and well known iawyer She has three
laindsothe, manly sons, but only one
daughter, win) nettle her debut into wai-
ety thuis season. and was much admired.
This girl is the idol of her parents, mei
the ring worn by her mother is a teati-
molly to their affection. though a very
eccentric °tee When die girl o as 10
yel1114 Of age tire father preeented to the
mother at Christmas a ring in which
were set two little sematranalucent white
stones surrouhiled by Iliatnonds, and for
e ionic while redated his wife's entreaties
ao tell her what sort of stones they were.
alit/ never having seen'anything at all re-
aembting them. Filially be confessed to
ler a little alainiefammlly that when their
ward' daughter had lost her pretty little
milk teeth lie bad bacitNI t (rent
ones and earned them about in his mmk-
etbook for mi long time until the idea oc-
curred to him of them in this
way. The wife laughed at lent a good
deal, hut continued to moor tho ring and
etill %sears it. though very few persons
know the story of Bei Wf4141g.-13tooklYu
Eagle.
Fanny Verees beginning.
It ig said that Fanny Fern had never
written a word for publication until she
tad passed her 40th birthday. She mai
unconsoioua her latent powers until





Paine's -..7-7:7'':411e °416 148Yek4Ullee7: %CURATIVE.
Celery end toe&
predStalic. are tie beet and mat






drives out the poisonous luta:le-ire
toe blood purifying and enriching ta,
%Mt ao overcoming these daemon
rostornic from impure or impovar
Jotted Wood.
A LAXATIVE
Acting mildlybut surely ondiehowe,:s
a habitual cotiatipetion. sad
pr nova regular habit. I=
ena the stomach, and aide
DIURETIC.
la to composition the best and most
actilvdiuretio.of the Wiesen' Sfedka
arreonabiztederientificanyerith Aber
demi.* lelbodle• *Kan ileLlic
kidney' ean be MOO on %Ogler
quick relief and speedy cure.
itureirodeof tnamunials ham boss essolesd
toes wen.. sr.. haws mad this minsidy with',ours Send circulars Inna.
;01.110.
"VW 01 00 asiii by Dewillabilla
WELLS, RICHARDSON & CC. Prop's
aWSLINUToor.
T. lilt 11.14130X. c it. &MUMS. .1 I anW ASH,. tom P. ma
Herndon, Hallums & Co.,
1:1 2E5ExlesE;rill2CIL •
ROBT. B. WITHERS, Cen'l Agent.
GRANGE WAREHOUSE
CLARKsVILLE, TENN.
Cash ad vanoes on Tolivrea in store. or in the hands of resporautde farmers and dealers. All
Tnliseeo insured while in store at the es pease of owner, eteept here there is no 11.1•341,C.
then Wittman written orders not to insure.
3EL4ecyetilsriass ItifCcsre, "X•cobsisc
l'han any liouse lo Uie %Venters Country.
NAT ITHER. Manager .1. K. G.i'ST.nalesamit
CANT & GAITHER COMPANY,
-1'1101.11.11eTows-
1E01 ara.xx t e WiiraLrellaco 191 4e di
Tobacco and Wheat Ceastateetea meet haute, liopkinerille,
.1 W McGaughey, Preseleet. itinettone B. it Nance. M . I Boater, E Seidler, I G.






Yormerly Hepg 'Devine Waririiiiime, itailread street, betwees 10th end ; I th, Itimkinsville. Ky.
Careful attention given to sampling and belling all Tobacco consigned to us. Liberal MO-
s &meson Tobancu in store. tkroil quarters for teams and I. NI111,44.1-1, .
M.. Mi. INT=-ISOINT c5Z CO,
TOBACCO AND GRA'N COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
Hopkinsville Ware house, I I th and R. R. Sts.
akrapitialiwilif., AV. ligraglgaill and *tables far Prayers teed Team
Garner'sx City:-: Pharmacy,
No.7. Main Street, Hopkinsville, Ky.
One of the largest and moet elegant etlificee in the city,-
New and Complete In All Its Departments
H. R. flamer. of tne old arm of et (tarsier, who Mr many years id Use loading drug trod« Is
Western Kentucky, having purchsaed Lir. titab's is now 01101. proprietor of the new house. H•
will use all Iii• ea Perlence anti ability ti, Increase, If eessliee, the Mgt, reputatlos of the oid neni for fai•
aeallug.competence and reliability. by keeping
Pure Fresh Drugs and Medicines,
And steel ,d the nest quality in all departnients of the trade, at the les est prices. Drags. Palms and
Oils ef every tine. including rilleltW IN WILLIAMer P•INTel, Patent \twitting.*
are best and must popular In stook.
The Celebrated Wild Goose Liniment.





T. It. II A NCOt. K. 1,;,i W. I. FR ASER. w. KAtistiel.te
Hancock, Fraser fic Ragsdale,
1"1; CPRI=7'. CRS,
MAIN ST. TOBACCO WAREHOUSE,
CLARKNVILLE. TENN.,
Fleeting Exchange.
F. It, HAN( OCK, salesman.
W. J. ELY.  Book -leerier
Il•PKINIVILLE,
10 11 Main Street.
W. E. RAGSDALE.. Salesman.
T. 11. YAIIH.R1611, Hook
Special Attenti, n to Sampling and Selling Tobacco.
Blade on Consignments.
All tobacco ;aimed miler we hi, writtea isstruetion. to the castrate.
Libera' Advances
STATE COLLEGE OF KENTUCKY !
EIGETEEN PROFESSORS AND INSTRUCTORS.
A r ieultural mot Mechanical. scientific. Engineering. c lassical, Normal SzSool, Military Tee-
Commercial and Preparatory COURK-11 of study.
--COUNTE AFFOUNTh;Ell IIEFEIVED FKEE PE immaiwar„-
rail term begins nepoember Is. loess. For catal:.gue and other information address
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Break or Bust CO or be Ch3wed.
'I' he tornado sweeps, on in Its it Oil fu-
ry, The go at hurrieutae marmot next
with all its nightie. Then et -01 Hie
Mizzen! from the wort it West arid it Will
literally give time to itielt 'fore we
fi ei ze to death. know tliat after these
Karat calamities have vieinal you; that
On
FURNITURE.
you a find acme !Amin to pleeee.
You probably lost sr ina in the 'min-
t-a:ie. Ise.k, and you will find the re-
mainder in zen to death hy the ird.
We enow your wahts mid Wally All-
/10ibleepilfd, We love tete of the IllOef
•eleet BUM k of fureittire ia the eity. We
have new goods that all the euturner
strums cannot hurt. thir steck con-
sists ot eierything imam' a aret-
claim ferniture store.
We will break ow Mita, Phew or be
We have murdered high pares,
(Mite
hot,
in7 ruittro Stan. -
The war is atilt raging.
We walk bolully to the front,
Our bergaine keep on going,
While elnillietittOrP Stand mid grunt.
1Ve hear that they are riming
Ate! expect that they are 111411.
We Will (10 °lir pertain se the Mistiness
.1ust to make them feel ililitV /i1l11
Come fall itito tile battle.
We will all feriae to win,
Alt 1 it there is a failure made
1Ve a ill commit Do
We have bought a pretty Ariel: of wimp'
They are all lieW nod
aia, murder high prfece
At our palace on Wall atri-fil,
C. R. Clark & Co.
C. It. (ILA ,
F. 1'. 1:ENNIL‘w s
Fat iiitare Men."
•
I TRAINING IN CITY SCHOOLS.
Mechanics Taught to Dols-Sowing and
Cooking for tHel•-L.eeturea
Manual training in the public schools
has gained a foothold and aroused an In-
teresathat seems iihneest incredible in Um
short space.. of time that has elapsed since
it mas hart-Muted in New York. Tho
first trial was made in February, and in
four inieuths built-teem different schools--
the tirimary, eat la' or boys' departments.
in the same building or tame district.
counted as seise ate achools-were work-
ing out the principles established for this
inclusarial work. The idea originated in
!tussle. anti some of :lw featearc of it
Cattle fl'0111 the kimlergarten niethods of
Genii:01y The committee who first took
up this new feature of education studied
well the work ato it was carried on in
tedirated belvads In this anti other cities.
!Thew have bat-lace to leave out all the
weaii points as they were discovered and
produce a system that was superior if
possibie te any other eximenee.
NVbether they Ilia ve accomplished this
remixing to be Welk. I hey are free to
admit that they aire still tar from having
a complete knotaledge theinselvm. and
expenence teaching them important
things eters. day.; The schoobi are needy
all private wheat, mastual training . is
taught outside of New York, but as the
benefits derived are felt it will undoubt-
edly come into the common possession of
all the institutions of learning. One
great fear enterteined has twee that in
establiehing it. time would have to be
taken front other studies. Anything so
unainisfactory liert not been the result.
Instead of impeding progress in other
studies, it helps !them by changing the
order of training am the better in every
department. Lltrae•ing is the funda-
mental lately in industrial training; it id
the cornet stone of the entire structure
of manual work as taught in the common
schools. It enters largely into tile boys'
department of carpentry, and tie
cateme of sewing and cooking.
The girls, if they do not know how to
draw straight Mesa will hardly be able
to sew otraight seaius, or make proper
hems, and in eteeking will not be able to
know the value of measurement. Draw-
ing has alo-ady been taught for sortie
care. PO tile three new features added
in the achoola are tbe workshop for boys
and waving and cooking departments for
girls. mid tht;re pnenotion in these
just as in all the other studioe.
Naturally a great variety of tools anti
matorials are needed. and even now the
Pipettes are not all furnished. The list
for Ile. cooking clam is as complete ns for
a family meting up Imusekeeping. The
grtot diflietoty is in finding the proper
teachers for dal sort of training. Of
course. it is ease enough to procure a
gots! eurpelitef, or ft good cook. or a good
seanistress to show how to work in these
departments, but the thing is to find
some one who can teach these differenit
branches-a carpenter. for instance, who
not only knows bow to saw a board. but
can exelain the reason for sawing it.. tea
what kintl of 'wood he is using. and
wilt-reit come. from. besitles many other
prat-tit-al pointa l.!oftliecteci witli it.
And PA e.aCli Of the other depart-
ments. Hut means will undotam-illy he
tome] to meet want am Witt' 14'11' tin'
The children take a great interteit in
manual training. and that is a great ia-
centit•e to teachers. The girls are allewtel
to have a aniall repeat made of the things
that they have cooked or helpe.t1 to cook.
and this iiicreases their intermit in the
performance to a emit degree. Then,
too, they are inspired to try experinients
at home, which is. of course, exactly
what is tlesired by the founders of die
work.
The princimil (rue of the best public
edema' for girls has made reading elouil
a feature (if her school-me elocution,
but reading in a aimple and intelligent
cmumer. She herself as a reward of
merit reads to the girls once a vreek an
Friday afternoons-not. Sunday school
stories or set piemas from school books.
but standard works. In that way sOe
hopes to interest the scholar++ in literattitn,
a study to W little time is given in
the public sehook.
It has been felt !or sonic time that the
teachers where this new manual lias been
adopted ought to have scene trainine,
too. lliey woes asaembled by the br,a7-4
of echmation in the Iran of the builciing
belonging to this body to hear a lecture
on the subject. A wseonal meeting was
presided over ba Dr. Paul Hoffman, the
assistant cuperintendent, who has the
manual tra.ning in charge. That gentle-
man has been a physidam. an Arctic ex-
plorer, and is proimuncel man of
genitis-the flee man in the right plaoe.
Ile gained the eonfidence of the towhees
at once by his °orient/lees in stating that
he knew watt-thing more about the sub-
ject than dwy did. but not much. lie
e•as thoroughly intenated iti it, and
would work day and night if need be, in
order to gain knowledge on tOe subject.
On them as well au himself depended
the suceem of die work. Ile thought the
way to teach manual training was to be-
gin in the most primitive manner antl
dernonstr.ipe everythilig in the moat
practical way. Lie wished a child to
"know-- that a ether was a cube, not "be-
lieve" that it was because be was told so.
In teaching. the sense of feeling could bo
called largely into play, arid the child
mum be taught how to see, not what to
see. He must feel of a cubo, its edges
and its points, ;and bind out why it was a
sube.
°Children," he said, "are great imi-
tators aad believe what you tell them. If
you take a block of wood in your hand
and sav, •Do you see this him() of ironr
each child will answer 'Yes. u-hen it is
as plain as possible that the lump of iroll
is a block of weo.l."
We would have the children taught to
draw with a fnee hand, not painfully and
carefully by measurement. The method
of teaching, writing and shading the let-
ters has causes] the cliaaren to use the
middle finger in such a strained eay
that in ruany instances it lins been found
to be longer than the middle finger OD
tile left hand. The eyes of achool
aren ure itaso Laing injured by the way
they hold their books or their shoes. Ills
aesire as that the scholars should le-
mma men and; strong bodily and
physically. lx-fore anytiang else. and he
believea taiat this teaching mould aid
them in that.-New York Prom
Girls are trathed to agriculture in Den-
mark, the owners of farms receiving
ern as pupils.
..ew Thing Iii Stunk Cars.
s nlesawiivo'luirtgati,!LstCatliark Icesarsthewhouktlhierisdausy
much an imprOvement over the old kind
as the drawing match id over the emi-
grant car. TIM Humane sucie:y could
not have designtel a more satiafactory
convenience for the brine creation, and
with this riew idea to begin, the maxim-
nimaition of tmveling stock will rapidlv
adi•iiiiee to the comfortalte stage. Cattle
mot horses have always suffered tortured
in lox ears. mai I think every humane
Wall Will rejoiee to see endeavors made
to assist their condition on a journey.
Them cars areentedeled after the ordinary
open box ceneern so as to give plenty of
air. The floor ia heavy anti slanting, so
mi to afford a tirain. On top of the car
is a tank, to whit•li li pipe tar either mile ;
context*. Thew run Into four iron
troughs, front which the animals can
drink fresh teeter at every ship, supplied
from the tanki. By turning it t•rank the
troughe aris turned and the ohi water
thrown out. Above the animals' heads
are two bay racks with sliding wooden
grates, which open aria shut at the will
of the operably on top of the ear. These
are great impravements for feeding and
watering the dock, and it only remains
for minie genats to get the saute number
of cattle into ie present car as is the
custoni aria st II give them room to lie
down.-A . km= in Globe-Democrat.
  -- ---
tare of•I Neglected Children.
One of the moet griginal and courage-
ous attempts to relieve the afflicted was
made by Mrs. k'orrielins Du Bois a num-
dren, pronou ced blind, from RandalPs
ler of yeas to, in taking twenty chit-
Island. Theyi were put in a comfertable
house, well I for and the best medical
seventeen of he twenty had their evC-
ci
attention see red. In less than a year
night restorea It was not disdise. hut
neglect. that had deprived them of it.
Inia,gine the j+1 of dime poor little aouls
eyes-what a halo for the head rut a gf,9,-4
Isthat bad bt. 1 Mught they must grope
through life in ono a:mg night. The
light from • vented' pair of gratefti
angel! !
Tiro next !experiment will, to can
polite, seem a more darieg tine. There
was at that time a belief prevalt-nt that
the itt-li ,Vad ;110t tni!y a contagious, leg
an incurable tlisoase, and when Mrs. Du
Bois sent fora twenty children who were
suffering trona it. laintlalas Islamal drew
taiiijmrlieurat  twitmataniii3rm' •Iimintia Isitajcdicterybtiri79111ivitlii colitasta-e.11.1 pitis.e vial
fail'', in a perfumed ausintikerchlif. The
ohildren w etto exceptionally depraved, see us, w all ,o:reet•
strit•Irdibetini. a 'L:t.aayletn. etTld dci'llauginIsliiiiii mig tt000bek til:
tilace of fire und se ord. t lie Gospel prac•
tically applital slid the rest, and twenty i
healthy. hapay au'. well behaved chit
dren grew tip to sell their benefactress
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